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A Prophecy: ae MAD MARTHA INQY 
will be coming to get you 

SOON 
1 (0344) 27317 for info 

Continued from front page 
She is a senior lecturer at 

Newcastle Polytechnie’s School 
of Law and the city has given her 
a grant — to include a research 
assistant — to carry out a two- 
ear investigation. 

So far she has found that 
there are three different types of 
software piracy: 

@ The commercial black 
market, Many crooks had moved 
into software after being driven 
out of video piracy when the in- 
dustry cracked down. The British 
Videogram Association had 
pressed trading standards of- 
ficers to use the Trade Descrip- 
tions Act. Fake software 
mainly cartridges — was also 
coming in from countries like 
Taiwan. 

© The disguised imitation. Mrs 
Staines said: “This is the reverse 
of counterfeiting — the idea of 
the software is the same, but you 
market it as your own idea.” 

@ Seeping. This is where users 
make copies for each other. Mrs 
Staines said: “It’s like a friend 
asking for a copy of record. You 
wouldn't dream of refusing. This 
to date seems to be the biggest 
problem.” 

In the next few weeks Mrs 
Staines will be sending out a 
detailed three-part questionaire 
to software houses, including 

nbers of the Computer Trade 
Association 

She said ‘I’m trying to get 
feedback from both industry and 
the home users 

“First of all we hope to find 
out the state of the software 
market and what the market is 
doing. 

“And we need to find out if 
piracy is going to adversely affect 
the market. It may be that cheap 
software may encourage more 
sales.” 

Mrs Staines’ questionnaire 
will cover these points: 
@ Type of business, product 
line, number of employees, tur- 
nover, profit. 
Continued in column 4 
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FREE SPECTRUM 
CATALOGUE, 

New Edition 
20 pages of Spectrum 
best 24 hours, give 
name, address, 
computer cleariy 

01-789 8546 
Software Supermarket 

Continued from column 1 
© The kind of piracy they have 
discovered and what they do 
when it is discovered — legal ac- 
tion or out-of-court settlement, 

@ What do they think of the pre- 
sent law? Should there be a 
tightening up with higher 
penalties? 

Mrs Staines expects to have 
some conclusions within 12-18 
months with some broad guides 
in six months. 
The School of Law, Newcastle 

8ST Polytechnic, Newcastle 
eee 

Doing the 
ight 

fantastic 
Publicity given to Chris 
new single with ZX81_ programs 
on the B-side (see HCW 11) has 
caused much gnashing of teeth in 
Hertfordshire. For Hemel- 
Hempstead-based band Main. 
frame say that they did it first 

“We had the idea of doing a 
single incorporating a computer 
program back in June last year, 
and released a record in 
February,"” said Mainframe’s 
John Molloy. “But because we 
don’t have the backing of a big 
record company like EMI, our 
record wasn’t publicised — even 
though the master was made at 
EMI's Abbey Road studios.” 

Now Mainframe is about to 
release a new single, Talk To Me, 
under its own MC? record label. 
The A side will contain music, 
and the B side will have four pro 
grams, one each for the ZX81, 
Spectrum and BBC as well as the 
Apple. 

The ZX81 program will just 
generate a text message. But 
‘owners of the other three micros 
will be able to use their programs 
as a sound-to-light generator, 
producing a version of the video 
display that the two-man band — 
John Molloy on keyboard and 
vocals, and Murray Munro on 
guitar, vocals and keyboard — 
use in their live show 
MC? Music, 24 Missden Drive, 
Hemel Hempstead, Herts 
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM W.H. SMITH 

SUPER SPY .::2c. 
Locate the secret island hideaway of the mysterious 

meglomaniac Dr. Death. Follow his trail across 
continents, through complex puzzles, coded 

messages and 3-D mazes. Discover the entrance to his 
underground lair — but beware — even with your 
death-defying gadgets his evil henchmen may still 

Mh \ win the day! 
= —— 

Credit Card Hotline 
0628 21107 

take some time —so we've 
included a ‘save’ routine for 

Part-time secret agents! 

ae & ¥3 SSNS ” ae 

DEALER ENQUIRIES \WELCOME — GENEROUS DISCOUNTS 
‘Adventurous Programs always wanted. Please send sample — generous cash payments! 

HARD SHEPHERD SOFTWARE 
RE MAIDENHEAD, BERKS SL6 5BY. 



thought it was too gimmicky, 
even though it did not look like a 
EVs. 

“Twas defeated in the end by 
people’s reaction to modern 
technology. 

“Older people liked it 
because if they lost their place 
they could just look up and see 
where they were. 

“Tt was students who took 
most offence — they didn’t like it 
at all. 1 was taking a bit of stick 
from on or two so we withdrew it 
after it had been in use for about a 
year.” 

But computers are steadily 
moving into other aspects of 
church life. The Church Com- 
puter Users’ Group has 340 
members paying £2 al 
subscription and it publishes 
three 28-page newsletters each 
year. 

Mr Kitchen keeps his con- 
gregation’s names and addresses 
in a database which reminds him 
at the beginning of each week 
who he is due to visit. 

And his ZX81 also helps him 
select hymns, They are listed ai 
cording to theme and when they 
Jast sung in his church, These two 
programs are also being used by 
other clergymen 

A Birmingham vicar, the 
Rey Nigel Hardcastle, has put 
maps of the Holy Land and Bible 
stories on his 48K Spectrun 

Children at Sunday school 
are asked questions in the map 
program and if the answer is cor- 
reet animated figures appear — 
the Three Wise Men move across 
the screen to Jerusalem and 
Joseph travel from Nazareth to 
Bethlehem. 

The Bible stories program 
again uses question and answers 
with cartoon versions of stories 

¢ the Prodigal Son, Mr Hard- 
castle sells these two programs at 
£3.80 eacl 

He also uses his computer to 
help choose hymns. Using Camp- 
bell Systems’ Masterfile, he has 
built a database of 200 hymi 
from Ancient and Modern, listed 
by first line, metre, tune and 
theme. 

A sample newsletter is 
available from Mr Hardcastle on 
receipt of a stamped addressed 
envelope. The group is not con- 
fined to clergy. 

The newsletter editor is the 
Rev R. Stoker Wilson, vicar of St 
John’s, Ryton, Tyne and Wear. 
He said group membership span- 
ned most denominations and a 
wide range of computers. 

The two maion uses for 
computers were word processing 
and for storage of parish files, in- 
cluding lists of church members, 
baptisms, weddings and funerals. 

Mr Wilson uses his Genie 
and Epson printer to cut stencils 
for parish notices, including a 
wedding checklist for couples to 
be married. 

He said: ig computers 
gives you more time for people.”” 
The Rev Nigel Hardcastle, 
Church Computer Users’ Group, 
112 Rotherfield Road, Garretts 
Green, Birmingham B26 2SH 

“Us 

Book publishers Longman and 
Ladybird have joined forces to 
bring out a range of software for 
use in primary schools, 

There are four programs in- 
itially, all for the BBC B 

Rally, which comes in two 
versions A and B for different 
abilities, encourages children to 
learn arithmetic. Cars visit dif 
ferent towns on a grid, getting 
more fuel each time the child gets 
a sum right. 

Terrible Tales is a text-based 
program in which children read 
about monsters and giants and 
then invent their own. The com- 
puter then asks them to estimate 
the sizes of things the giant might 
use 

And in Sheepdog, the child 
has to use Bonzo the dog to direct 
sheep into a pen. Younger 
children can use the cursor keys, 
while older ones use points of the 
compass. 

The programs were 
developed at Loughborough, 
University and masterminded by 
teacher Tony Gray. They were 
tried out in a wide range of 
primary schools in Leicestershire 
and Nottinghamshire before be- 
ing put on to the market. 

According to David 
Jamieson: “We will be doing 
trade versions of the programs at 
a later date, but this is essentially 
a school-based project.”” 

A new batch of programs 
out in September will include 
Basic Number Help and Other 
Worlds 

The programs cost £9.95 in- 
cluding teacher’s notes and 
pupil’s work cards. 

Geoff Gallagher, Longman 
Group Resources Unit, 33-35 
Tanner Row, York YOI 1JP- 

‘surprised’ 
Sir Clive 

Computer wizard Clive Sinclair 
said his knighthood came as “‘a 
wonderful surprise.”” 

Sir Clive, 42, chairman and 
chief executive of Cambridge- 
based Sinclair Research, was 
knighted in the Queen’s Birthday 
Honours. 

He said: “The award of a 
knighthood is a truly great 
honour and one I value very 
highly. It was completely unex- 
pected and a wonderful surprise. 

“More than ever, | feel com 
mitted to achieving success here, 
a and for Britain.” 

And a spokesman for the 
company said: ‘We are all 
delighted for him.” 

Sir Clive, London-born, left 
school at 17 and was a technical 
journalist for four years. He 
formed his own company in Isl- 
ington in 1962, selling kits for 
radios and amplifiers by mail 
order. 

Despite losses over a Black 
Watch project — blamed on chip 
supplies — he progressed 
through calculators, pocket TVs 
and other products until, in 1979, 

Sir Clive Sinclair 
the National Enterprise Board 
and the then Mr Sinclair parted 
company. He formed Si 
Research. 

Now the company expects 
its Spectrum computer — which 
followed the ZX80 and the ZX81 
— to sell more than 400,000 
worldwide this year. With’ the 
ZX81 still selling in healthy 
numbers, Sinclair says it expects 
to have 60 per cent of the personal 
computer market in the UK this 
year. 

Both computers are also on 
sale in more than 30 other coun: 
tries. 

48K ORIC 1 
Our Price. 
Incl 

+ 164.95 
ding P&P AND a free software package entitled 

3 Games for Children’, w' ich makes imaginative 
use of Oric’s colours, graphics and sound to 

encourage children to learn counting, spelling and use 
of typewriter keyboard. 

All Orics supplied with DIN to 3 jacks unless DIN-to- 
DIN specified, 

Oric Software 
Chess 
Zodiac 
Oric Base 
Orie Flight 
Oric Games 
Teach yourself Orie Basic 
Orie Trek 
Compendium 01 
Backgammon 
3 Games for Children 

(Cassette and booklet) 
Buy 2 cassettes, deduct 
Buy 3 cassettes, deduct 
Buy 4 cassettes, deduct 

Please add 50 pence P&P for cassette orders. 
Cheques/Money Orders ete to: 

Burslem Computer Centre 
74 Waterloo Road 

Burslem, Stoke-on-Trent S16 3EX 
Tel: 0782 825555 
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Software 
firms in 
compiler 
clash 

According to Softek boss Tim 
Langdell, Silversoft has set a 
‘dangerous precedent” by using 

the Softek Super C compiler for 
commercial programs without 
Softek’s permission. 

The compiler automatically 
converts Basic programs to 
machine code, and was used in 
Silversoft’s latest batch of Spee- 
trum programs, including Slip- 
pery Sid 

Page one of the manual sup- 
plied with the compiler states that 
Softek retains the right to control 
over the sale of commercial pro- 
grams produced using Super C 
Sofiek has offered to let Silver- 
soft use the compiler for its pro: 
grams on payment of a $ per cent 
royalty. 

Tim Langdell said, 
Silversoft get away with thi 
conditions of sale — w 
they've fought for —aren’t valid. 

“a 
then 

carefull 
details OF 

to the style 

you could be 
on our pages 
We welcome programs articles and tips from 

our readers. 

PROGRAMS should, if possible, be computer 
printed to a width of 48 characters (use a 
new ribbon) and/or sent on cassette. Check 

that they are bug-free. include. 
what your program does, how it 

works, variables you have used and hints on 
conver: 

ARTICLES on using home com} 
be no longer than 2,000 wo! 
about your writing ability — just try to keep 

HCW. Articles most likely to be 
published will heip our readers make better 

Silversoft’s David Paterson 
They're cutting their own throats 
by taking this action 

“If they'd had to write Slip- 
pery Sid from scratch in machine 
code, it probably wouldn't be 
finished yet. Seeing that you’d 
pay a machine code programmer 
25 percent royalty, [don’t think 
that S percent is a lot to ask. The 
ironic thing is that if this case 
comes to court, the legal costs will 
amount to far more than the 5 
percent anyway.” 

David Paterson of Silversoft 
said: ‘‘A compiler is a tool — just 
ike a Black and Decker drill. You 
wouldn’t expect to pay a royalty 

ters should 
is. Don't worry 

to Black and Decker every time 
you drilled a hole, would you? 
There are other compilers on the 
market, and no-one else chargesa 
royalty for using them. 

“The conditions of sale 
angle does put me in a difficult 
position as regards credibility. 
But the point is, when software 
libraries contravene conditions of 
sale, they're ripping software 
companies off. I don’t think 
we're ripping Softek off by using 

ler. A compiler hasno 
other function than to compile.” 

‘According to Tim Landell, 
We offer a refund to anyone 

who finds the condition of sale 
table. So far only two 

people have asked for the refund, 
and we've sold well over 3,000 
ow — the compiler has sold like 

an arcade game.”” 
But David Paterson says 

that for the condition of sale tobe 
valid, it should be displayed at the 
point of sale — and that when 
Silversoft bought Super C, the 
condition was only stated in the 
manual. 

Tim Langdell is still con- 
sidering what action to take 
against Silversofi, bui says he 
definitely will take action. 
“They're in blatant breach of our 
sales agreement. If coyright ex: 
ists, they've breached it. Ourlegal 
adviser thinks we've got a water 
tight case."" 

Silversoft’s lawyers, on the 
other hand, reckon that Softek 
“hasn't got a leg to stand on.”” 

Tiny discs 
for BBC 

Three-inch disc drives are now 
available for the BBC micro — 
painted to match the computer. 

Made by Hitachi, they cost 
£225 for the single drive and £399 
for the dual model. Each disc has 
100K of storage on each side and 
is enclosed in a rigid plastic 
envelope. At present the drives 
are only available by mail. 
Advanced Memory Services, 
Woodside Technology Centre, 

Lock up your 
joysticks 

Thorn EMIisaiming to give your 
sticks a nervous breakdown 

with four new cartridge games for 
the VIC and Atari 

VIC owners can travel seven 
thousand leagues under the sea 
with Submarine Commander, or 
fight off power-and aliens’ in 
Fourth Encounter. 

While Atari owners can go 
to the aid of trapped explorers in 
River Rescue or defend castle bat 
ements in Oric Attack. 
Thorn-EMI Video, Thorn EMI 
House, Upper Saint Martin's 
Lane, London WC2H 9ED 

Get it down 
on paper 

If you need plain paper printouts 
from timeto time, but don’t want 
to spend upwards of £200 on a 
plain printer, Loophole Software 
has a service for you 

It has started a club which 
for an annual membership fee of 
£12.50 offers members the use of 
@ printer and operator for pro- 
ducing listings, letters, graphics 
printouts and other copying 
facilities. Apart from the annual 
fee, you just pay for the cost of 
Paper at around Ip per sheet 

So far, the club caters for the 
BBC micro, Spectru ZX81. 
It will soon be supporting View 
and Wordwise, enabling BBC 
owners to have the advantage of 
word processing for just the eost 
of the ROM chip. 

For the future, Loophole 
hopes to add more computers to 
the service and install modems so 
that work can be sent in along 
telephone linesinstead of by post. 
It is also renting space on 
Micronet 800, and will be able to 
take orders through Micronet’s 
mail service. 
Loophole Sofiware, Arkright use of their micros by giving useful ideas, 

possibly with programming examples. we 
will convert any sketched illustrations into 

finished artwork. 

TIPS are short articles, and brief 
ea ares Teraing Contines which we can put 
together with others. Your hints can aid 

other computer users. 

Competitive rates are paid. 

Keep a copy of your submissions and include 
an SAE if you want them returned. Label 
everything clearly and give a daytime and 

home phone number if you can. 

Paul Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, 145 
Charing Cross Road, London WC2H OEE 

House, Alexandra Road, Llan- 
drindod Wells, Powys LDI SNG 

Green Lane, Appleton, Warr- 
ington 

Hitachi's dual 3in dise drive perched on top of a BBC micro 
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Top Ten programs for the VIC-20 

1 Intro to Basic 1 
2 Panic 
3 Wacky Waiters 

Asteroids 
Arcadia 
Amol 
Cosmiads 
Alien Blitz 
Sea Wolf 

10 Chess 

Compiled by Boots, Figu 
figures 

‘es in bracke 

Commodore (1) 
Bug Byte (5) 
Imagine (8) 
Bug Byte (6) 
Imagine (—) 
Audiogenic (9) 
Bug Byte (7) 
Audiogenic (—) 
Audiogenic (—) 
Bug Byte 

are last week’s 

Top Twenty programs for the Spectrum 

Flight Simulation 

Jet Pac 
Penetrator 
Transylvanian Tower 

The Hobbit 

3D Tanx 
Ah Diddums 

Horace Goes Skiing 
Arcadia 

Hungry Horace 

Orbiter 

Chess 

Ground Attack 
Test Match 

‘Space Raiders 

Football Manager 

Battle of Britain 
3D Tunnel 

Time Gate 
Escape 

Compiled by W. H. Smith. 
week's figures 

Psion (1) 
Ultimate (3) 

bourne House (2) 
‘ard Shepherd (4) 

Melbourne House (6) 
dk’tronics (5) 
Imagine (8) 
Psion/M. House (7) 
Imagine (9) 
Psion/M. House (11) 
Silversoft (12) 
Psion (12) 
Silversoft (17) 
Computer Rentals (15) 
Psion (13) 
Addictive (14) 
Microgame (16) 
New Generation (18) 
Quicksilva (20) 
New Generation (19) 

Figuees in brackets are last 

We pay the 
price for 

cheapmicros 
With all she recent decreases in the price of home computers here, 
there has been some recent attention to the fact that such price culs 
are in fact just cleverly, if not thinly, disguised marketing tools 

The manufacturers realised some time ago that they could cap- 
ture the mass market by placing heavy advertising emphasis on the 
“affordability” of thetr computers. Once the consumer has pur 
chased the machine, he ar she then becomes dependent on so-called 
‘aftermarkei" accessories in order to expand the system. 

1 suppose there is nothing legally wrong with such an ap 
proach, Morally, however, it borders on “let the buyer beware, "* 

Herearea few examples of what Lum talking about. Onecom: 
puter manufacturer hastaken to “unbundling” the user manuals and 
other documentation, and selling them as "accessories" for about 
$50. This, of course, makes the selling price of the computer lower. 
But how many users, first-timers or otherwise, would be capable of 
ailising the computer to anywhere near the limit of its capabilities 
without the documentation? 

Or how about another manufacturer who has dropped the 
price of us computer so much that it has become in essence a throw 
away item. This computer now sells, in some areas of the country, 
for less than twice the price of the minimum charge forservice, The 
same is essentially true for another well known domestic computer 
brand. 

1 am not against price reductions. However, the unfortunate 
aspect of the situation is that few users realise how much they will 
have to pay 10 obtain reat computing power over and above the 
price of the computer itself 

For example, there are several companies who make low cast 
‘home computers that will only work with the firms’ disc drives, and 
those drives in some cases cost well over three times the cost of the 
computer itself. The cost of software notwithstanding, in most 
cases the prices of the interface units, memory expansion device. 
and peripherals are so expensive in comparison with the price of the 
computer, that the manufacturer could well afford 10 give the com: 
puter away “free” as part of a package. 

My guess is that this situation would actually occur if most 
home computers were sold through computer store outlets. Inreali- 
Ly, most of the low cost computers are sold through discount stores 
and large department stores. In such cases, accessories ure not for 
sale or even on display. 

This means the customer is in for a very unpleasant surprise 
when he or she visits the locul computer store with plans fo expand 
his or her system. 

The surprising thing is that the customers accept all this. Ic is 
quite unlikely that, let’s say, consumers of Stereo equipment would 
‘accept lower prices on receivers and speakers if they then had to pay 
$50each for “aftermarket accessory’ cards 10 connect the speakers 
to the receiver. 

It will be interesting 10 see, once enough people catch on to 
what is happening, if any consumer organisations become involv- 
ed. I'll keep you posted. 

Out of room again. See you next week 

Bud Izen 
Fairfield, California 
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A NEW SERIES FOR 
FIRST TIME 

“Learning to Use" is a new series 
of books which introduces 
newcomers to the most widely 
used micros in the marketplace. 

The books assume absolutely 
no knowledge about computers 
and the reader is shown even the 
most fundamental operations 
such as “switching on” and 
“loading a program”. The books 
lead the reader through simple 
programming and then on to 
graphics, with several programs 
which show how to achieve 
pictures and even animation! 

The user-friendly approach is 
consistent throughout the text — 
not only are program listings 
clearly shown, but in many cases, 
a photograph is included to show 
what the program looks like when 
actually loaded and run! 

All books in the series are £5.95 . 
(incl. postage). oe ee ee ee ee ee 

Gower NEW 

Order Form to: READ-OUT BOOKS AND SOFTWARE |! 
NEWTECH PUBLISHING LIMITED, 8 FORGE COURT, 
READING ROAD, YATELEY, Nr. CAMBERLEY, SURREY. 
24 hour Answering Service Tel Yateley (0252) 873973 

Name 

To be published | ~~ 
June 1983 maaan = 

to Newtech Publishing Lid enclose my cheque for £ 
Please detnt my Access i = 

Learning to Use the Oric 1 tome [LET ELLE tll awerian a.) 
Computer NOW AVAILABLE earring to Use the PET Computer Leaning to Use the C20 Computer 

Please sendme .copyves | jlmmingtoUsete BBC Mcrocanpste: —_Levningt sete Computer Learning to Use the Lynx allat 5.95 each Leving tet 2Sperun Lasingto Use Dragont2 
Gon putee nel porage pang Learnt the Appel earings te 19/4 

*: ‘Learning to Use the Commodore 64 

To be published 
Please reserve for me, and send to me on publication my copy ies of 

J Jatarcs.95 each Learning oUsethe Ose LeamingtoUsethe Lynx =| = post & packing) 
E= 
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commodore show: 
your guide to the best of 

the new products 

What's new for 
you? Paul 
Liptrot found 
out at the 
Commodore 
show 

Commodore's fourth annual 
show was marked by a flock of 
new software for the Com- 
modore 64 — and new hardware 
from Commodore itself. 

Held over three days at 
Hammersmith’s Cunard Hotel, 
the show attracted 74 exhibitors, 
— and 16,500 visitors — plus 
novelist Tom Sharpe, writing 
another sequel to his best-seller, 

with a word processing 
package 

The new products announe- 
ed by Commodore included: 

@ A four-colour printer/plotter 
for the VIC-20 and Commodore 
64 at £169.99, It uses black, blue, 
red and green ballpoint pens to 
create graphics and text — up to 
80characters per line—on4¥sin- 
wide plain paper. Commodore's 
product, designated the 1520, 
uses the same mechanism as the 
printer from Tandy, Orie and 
now, Micro Peripherals 

@ A speech module for the 
Commodore 64, due on sale in 
the autumn at under £50, design: 
ed to educate children of primary 
and pre-school ages. 

@ A new printer for the VIC-20 
and Commodore 64. Catalogued 
as 1526, it offers — through bi 
in sofiware — automatic line 
counting and error diagnostics. It 
can produce an original and two 
copies on stationery up to 10in 
wide. As well as the keyboard 
characters, it can print enlarged 
characters and reverse field. The 
1526 costs £345 

@ A new colour monitor, 
numbered 1701, will cost £230. 

Bleu Granville-Hamshar — promotions girl at the show 

@ The Commodore SX64 — a 
portable version of the Com: 
modore 64 with built-in screen 
and disc/s drives was shown 
following its European debut in 
Hanover. It is due on sale later 
this year at £650-£995, depending 
‘on the model. 

@ The new Commodore Educa- 
tional 64 has the same technical 
features of the standard Com- 
modore 64, plus a colour monitor 
and the LOGO educational 
language in PET c: 

© New 64 software from Com- 
modore includes Labyrinth, a 3D 

a ssetle at £4.99 
+ at £14.95 on disc. 

Hereis our selection of the best of 
the other products at the show: 

Honeyfold brought out the fifth 
in its series of tape-and-book 
packages at £14.95. The latest, 
Beginners Assembly Language 
for the CBM 64, was written by 
Dr Peter Holmes, 43, a director 
of the three-man company, who 
teaches at Middlesex 
Polytechnic. The books are call- 
ed the Dr Watson Computer 
Learning Series. . .because of Dr 
Holmes” surname. 

Number Gulper, a game to help 
children with arithmetic, was 
demonstrated by Applied 
Systems Knowledge along with 
two other educational games — 
all previewed by Home Com- 
puting Weekly. ASK has reached 
agreement with Commodore to 
produce a further seven educa- 
tional games. The first of the total 

of 10 will be on sale within tw 
months. 
As promised, Anirog showed 
Slap Dab, a £6 painting game for 
the unexpanded VIC-20. There is 
now a new version of Krazy 
Kong, called Mini Kong and pric- 
ed at £6, also for the unexpanded 
VIC. The first of a series of four 
graphic adventure games on one 
theme vill be launched by Anirog 
at the Earls Court Computer Fair 
which opens on Thursday. The 
Dungeon will be priced at £5.95 
and run on the VIC-20, plus 16K. 
In the next few weeks the com- 
pany will have programs for the 
Commodore 64 and the BBC 
micro. 

Among the new business soft- 
ware on show were two low-price 
disc-based databases for the 
‘Commodore 64 — Magpie from 
Audiogenic at £99.95 and Preci- 
sion Software's Superbase 64, 
costing £115. 

Audiogenic previewed Alice, bas- 
ed on Alice in Wonderland, an 
American graphic adventure for 
the Commodore 64. Using high+ 
resolution graphics, it even in- 
cludes a croquet match with the 
Queen of Hearts and music on a 
theme by Beethoven, 

Five £7 games were released by 
Interceptor Micros for the Com- 
modore 64 — Scramble, Sprite 
Man, Crazy Kong, Frogger and 
P: 

Llamasoft brought out a version 
of its Laser Zone space game for 
the Commodore 64 at £6, 

‘Andrew Trott, 20, 
demonstrating a pre-prodi 
version of his Commodore 64 
game called Stix on one of Super- 
soft’s two stands. The game will 
cost £9.20 when in goes on sale in 
about a fortnight. Andrew, who 
is studying computer and control 
systems at Lanchester 
Polytechnic, Coventry, described 
the game as ‘‘electronic 
geometry"’. Supersoft launched 
Mikro Assembler, a £50cartridge 
for the Commodore 64; Pet Link 
at £36.80, which allows PETs and 
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SPECIAL REPORT 
64s to work together; and 
Graphix 64, a Commodore 64 
utility at £10, or £13.80 for the 
dise version. 

It took Nick Strange, 26, eight 
weeks to write Hustler, a new 
Commodore 64 game costing 
£6.99 from Bubble Bus. It is a 
sereen version of pool, including 

options and a tune which 
sounds remarkably similar to 
TV’s Shoot Pool theme tune. 
Nick said: ‘It was a challe 
write because there was q 
of maths involved in all the 
angles.” 

Ram Electronics showed its 
ViCsprint, a £57.50 module for 
the Commodore 64 and VIC-20, 
which converts the maker's IEEE 
‘output to Centronics-type and 
ViCsprint 80, costing £49.95, 
which fits inside Epson printers 
‘enabling it to accept the VIC-20's 
‘output 

Two Commodore 64 utilities on 
cartridge — plus dealer-fitted 
chip — were brought out at 
£37.80 cach by DAMS. They are 
the VIC Aid toolkit and, for 
machine code, VIC Mon, DAMS 
also showed an anti-glare screen 
Add-on makers Stack Computer 
Services will soon be bringing out 
‘range of games, priced at £5-15, 
for the VIC-20, Commodore 64, 
BRC micro, Atari and Dragon. 
At the show the company had a 
revised vesion of its light pen, 
costing £28.75, offering greater 
accuracy, better resolution and a 
free £5 game. And there was also 
acartridge at £44.85, allowing the 
VIC-20 and Commodore 64 to 
drive PET peripherals. 

Rabbit's Floyd Thomas revealed 
that the company is converting 
six of its range of VIC-20 and 
Commodore 64 games for the 
Spectrum. They are Escape 
MCP, Race Fun, Quackers, Cen- 
tropods, Frogger and Phantasia 

and Commodore 64 called 64 
Switch. A two-user system costs 
£109.25 and a system for eight 
users is £134.55. Kobra also 
brought out two spreadsheets for 
the Commodore 64 — Easy 
CalcResult at £69 and its big 
brother, CalcResult, costing £94. 

Computer World showed its £95 
Prestel/Viewdata adaptor at 
£101, including £6 shipping from 
Holland. 

Among the exhibitors at the 
show's educational section was 
EDATA, a four-man partnership 
which is bringing out talking 
books for the Commodore 64. 
They use Commodore's sound 
box to teach reading skills to 
children as young as three. The 
first releases are a series of five 
called The Magic Garden and five 
called Mr Bits. 

They show pictures with a 
sentence below which is 
“spoken” by placing the cursor 
under the words and pressing the 
space bar. They are due on sale at 
£15 cartridges in two-three mon- 

ths, marketed by Commodor 
Richard ing and Lilian 

Simmons showed their Get 
Ready to Read package, costing 
£15, which contains four casset- 
tes, a children’s book and 
manual, Dr Riding, lecturer in 
educational psychology, and Mrs 
Simmons, a headmistress, 
designed the package of com- 
puter activities for children aged 
three-five to prepare them for 
reading. 

They will be published by 
Commodore in September. And 
in the spring of next year, Dr 
Riding and Mrs Simmons are br- 
inging out Start to Read, for 
children of five-seven, and Get 
Ready for Numbers, designed for 
three-five-year-olds. 

Martin $ 
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Stack’s Jane Hanna — with revised light pen 

‘Where to find them 
Commodore Business Machines, 
675 Ajax Avenue, Slough, Berks 
SLI 4BG 
Honeyfold Software, Standfast 

joebridge, of Ram — plus VIC Sprint 

House, Bath Place, High Street, 
Barnet, London 
ASK, 68 Upper Richmond Road, 
London SWIS 2RP 
Aniroy, 26 Balcombe Gardens, 
Horley, Surrey 
Audiogenic, 
Reading, Berks 
Precision Software, 4 Park Ter- 
race Worcester Park, Surrey KTA 
70X 
Interceptor Micros, Lindon 
House, The Green, Tadley, 
Hanis 
Liamasoft, 48 Mount Pleasant, 
Tadley, Hants RG26 6BN 
Supersoft, Winchester House, 
Canning Road, Wealdstone, 
Harrow, Middx HA3 7SJ 
Bubble Bus, 87 High Street, Ton- 
bridge, Kent 

ectronics (Fleet), 106 
Fleet Road, Fleet, Hants GUI3 
SPA 
DAMS Business Computers, 
Gores Road, Kirby Industrial 
Estate, Liverpool L33 7UA 
Stack Computer Services, 
290/298 Derby Road, Bootle, 
Liverpool L208LN 
Rabbit Software, 380 Station 
Road, Harrow, Middx HA12DE 
Kobra Micro Marketing, P.O. 
Box 28, Henley, Berks RG9 IPF 
Computer World, 99 Hivert- 
weg, 1214JB Hilersum, Holland 
EDATA, 3 Chancel Way, 
Charlton’ Kings, Cheltenham, 
Gloucs GL53 7RR 
Dr Richard Riding, Department 
of Educational Psychology, 
University of Birmingham 

P.O. Box 88, 



ONE MAN’S VIEW 

Newsagents 
looking Sharp 
SHARP'S new home computer, 
due here in September at £250, 
will go on sale in electrical stores, 
stationery shops. . .and even cor- 
ner newsagents. 

Sales boss Richard 
Buckland explained: “People 
like to buy from shops they are 
familiar with. They are probably 
going into electrical shops every 
week anyway to pay their TV ren- 
tal. 

“And the service these give 
is pretty good already because 
they are accustomed to it.”” 

The MZ711 is due to make 
its UK debut at the Microtrade 
show at London’s Barbican « 
tre on July 6-7 and the first ship: 
ment of 10,000 from Japan 
should be on dealers’ shelves in 
September. 

Sharp describe it as a *‘clean 
machine'’ — the computer 
language has to be loaded before 
use 

Roughly the size of a por. 
table typewriter, it has 69 keys — 
including four cursor keys, two 
editing keys and five function 
keys — in an off-white casing, 

It has 64K of RAM, leaving 
32K free after BASIC has been 
loaded, 4K of video ROM and 4K 
of ROM to handle the $12 
characters, which include 400 
ready-defined characters design- 
ed to make programming easier 

aracters are constructed 
out of eight by eight pixels and the 
screen can display 25 lines, each 
of 40 characters, Eight 
foreground and eight 
background colours are available 
with all 16 possible on screen at 
onee. 

Although most cassette 
recorders and RS-232 printers 
can be used, Sharp is marketing 
its own which will fit into the top 
of the computer after two panels 
have been removed. 

The printer/plotter, costing 

£130, uses the same mechanism as 
the models sold by Tandy, Orie 
and Micro Peripherals. It uses 
tiny ballpoint pens, in red, blue, 
green and black, to print on 
4'Ain-wide plain paper. 

Sharp’s cassette player will 
cost £40, 

Graham Knight, the big 
Aberdeen-based Sharp 
distributor, has been signed as an 
approved software supplier 

Every MZ711 will come with 
a free BASIC cassette plus two 
tapes with a total of 10 games 

The MZ711 would offer out- 
puts for colour and black and 
white TVs and video monitor, 
two joysticks ports, input-output 
for RS-232, reset button and 
volume control for the speaker. 

It would use an extended 
version of Sharp's BASIC, with 
71 commands, and up to 256 
characters could be in one line. 

Mr Buckland said the com 
puter was aimed at the same 
market as the Commodore 64 
and the Atari 800 and he expected 
to sell 40,000 by the end of the 
year through high str 
multiples, mail order, electrical 
shops, office equipment sup- 
pli ery stores — “and 
even your local newsagent, 
believe it or not.”” 

The novel sales outlets are 
explained by Mr Buckland’s ex- 
perience in selling Sharp’s 
calculators — he put them in 
blister packs so they could be sold 
in a wide range of retailers. 

How easy is it to use? He 
said: “I took it home a few even: 
ings ago and between us my 
14-year-old son Martin and 
myself spent a pleasant few even: 
ings learning about the 
machine. 

The MZ711 has been on sale 
in Japan since November and the 
launch in Britain is simultaneous 
with the European mainland. 
‘Sharp's models MZ-80A and 80B 
are to continue, he said. 
‘Sharp UK, Thorn Road, Newton 
Heath, Manchester M10 9BE 

s, statio 

Sharp's MX711 — on the shelves in September 

Here endeth 
the first 
lesson 

In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. And the 
earth was without form, and void. 

And God said, let there be light, and there was light. And God 
divided the light from the darkness, and called the light Day and the 
darkness he calied Night. 

And when God had created heaven and earth he did create 
‘everything that did swim in the seas and walk or crawl upon the fuce 
of the earth. 

And on the sixth day of creation God went forth and created 
man. 

By the seventh day man was sorely vexed. And Godsawitand 
created the mainframe computer. Man looked on the mainframe 
computer and said that it was good. 

Once again man became sorely vexed and yeah the Lord did 
come down and gave unto him the minicomputer. And man for a 
while was content. 

Then man once again became bored and God said, I will give 
unto you a miraculous game called Adventure, Man did like this 
new game and God saw this and said that it was good. 

Anon, the computer shrank in size and became the microcom- 
puter, and the microcomputer begat the personal computer, and 
there were a multitude of these personal computers on the face of 
the earth. And some of them were called home computers. 

Soon it came (0 pass that there was a great wailing and 
gnashing of teeth as different races of man did take unto themselves 
‘one micro alone and did raise it up above all others and did com: 
‘municate with computer magazines for untold riches and to claim 
superiority over any other machine, 

Meanwhile there was increasing a race of creatures that could 
program computers in a strange tongue called masheen coad. And 
some of them did earn exceeding great wealth, 

And God did call them Eugene and the like. They multiplied 
and covered the face of the earth, and many grown men and women 
did fear for they did not understand the strange machines like the 
young ones did. 

Once more it came to pass that there was a great war, neither 
was rhe dispute solved as to whether one computer was superior (0 
all the rest. And many of the youth did sit at home all night and day 
and did raise up unto themselves a false god (or two). And the 
names of the gods were BBCand Spectrum and Atariand VIC. The 
voung people worshipped them and brought them gifts of printers 
and made sacrifices 10 them called software. 

And great quuntities of software were bought and software 
houses saw that it was good and Psion made a pretty penny and $0 
| did the rest. 

1 came to pass that man was divided into Ovo tribes. One was 
called the computer literate, and they did rise up and become 
mighty. And there were two great elders of that tribe were called 
Clive Sinclair and Herman Hauser. They did organise the computer 
literate and world domination did soon follow and they did even 
persuade the mighty film companies to make films about com- 
puters. And the first of these great films was called Tron, 

The other tribe remained nameless and without form, and 
went in for great races called marathons and did suffer greatly and 
did soon dwindle in number until there was left only the computer 
literate. And they did all live happily ever after. 
Peter Mirtitsch 

@ This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets oF to hurl brickbats. Share your views by sending them to Paul 
Liptrot, Opinion, Home Computing Weekly, 145 Charing Cross Road, Vondon WC2H OFF. Plenseinclde your occupation and your interes it 

ng. 
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Sell your 
unwanted 
Software! 

80% of original price paid! 
Any home micro! 

Special opportunity to get into 
games programmingwillbe 
enclosed with details sent! 

Spectrum 16/48K - ZX81 - VIC 20 - Commodore 64 
Dragon 32 - BBC A/B - Oric ~ Acorn Atom - Lynx 

and Newbrain. 

Send for full details to: 

COMPUTERHOUSE 

FREEPOST 

ILFORD 

ESSEX 1G12BR 



SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEW 

Reaction games — across 
the Spectrum 
Seen commen 
The action ranges far and wide, 

from motorways to far-off 
planets, in this selection of 

Spectrum games. Our reviewers 
have ventured into known and 
unknown territory to bring you 

their ratings 

Horace and 
Spiders 
£5.95 

Psion, 2 Huntsworth Mews, 
Gloucester Place, London NW1 
6DD 

The story so far; having satisfied 
his appetite and relaxed (!) by 
spending a few days skiing, our 
rotund hero is now about to 
attempt to fend off invasion of 
deadly spiders. 

To do this he must first 
climb @ mountain (also jumping 
‘over wandering spiders), do a 
Tarzan act across a valley using 
dangling spider web threads and, 
finally, climb up and along 
various levels of spider web, 
stamping to create holes into 
which the spiders pop to repair. 
This allows Horace to stamp on 
their heads until they fall to their 
death, (Some similarities, 
methinks, to a well-known 
arcade game.) 

As you would expect from 
Psion excellent graphics and 
animation, good sound, careful 
use of colour, clear, simple 
instructions and a tape which 
loaded easily. 

The control/keys are wel set 
out, the game is fast and the 
difficulty level increases for each 
set of spiders stamped to death. 
Pressing S holds the game while 
you get your breath back. 
Addictive factor: 100 percent 

RE. 
instructions 96% 
playability 100% 
graphics 95% 
value for money 100% 

Sincissi 
2X Spectrum 
HORACE & 
THE SPIDERS 

Abbex, 20 Ashley Court, Great 
Northway, London NW4 

Similar in format to the Atari 
VCS games Adventure and 
‘Superman, this is the first of its 
type that I've seen for the Spec- 
trum 

Inanutshell, yournove ETX 
(any resemblance to a well- 
known film alien is entirely inten 
tional) round different screens, 
collecting fruit and avoid the mad 
professor and MIS agent 

Helped by his friend Ernie, 
ETX must collect three pieces of 
his “telephone, phone home 
and escape. You can choose the 
level of difficulty and, in certain 
positions, make use of ETX's 
special powers. 

Speech is effective and must 
be at the limit of the Spectrum’s 

abilities. Graphics are ex- 
cellent and animation superb. 

‘A combination of graphics 
adventure, maze and chase games 
makes this an unusual, fascin- 
ating and addictive program 
which must rank among the Spec- 
trum classics. You've wept over 
the film, read the book, bought 
the souvenirs —now get thetape! 

RE. 

instructions 85% 
playability 90% 
graphics 100% 
value formoney 100% 

Road Toad 
£4.95 

Elfin Software, Hudsons House, 
Battery Road, Great Yarmouth 
NR30 3NN 

How do you decide on one ver- 
nn of Frogger out of all the ver 

sions on the market! One impor- 
tant factor is cost, of course — 
and this game is competitively 
priced. 

For those who aren’t au fait 
with the arcade game genre, the 
aim of Frogger and its look-alikes 
is to get a series of frogs safely 
home, first moving them across 
hazards including a busy multi- 
Jane highway, a fast-flowing river 
and, in this case, a snake pit 

Your frogs can hop uj 
down, left or right — and, in 
Elfin’s version, the control keys 
are bunched a little too close for 
comfort 

No written instructions 
came with Road Toad, and the 
only details appearing on screen 
were those of the four direction 
keys. But on the whole, a good 
reproduction of the arcade game. 

DN. 

instructions 20% 
playability 70% 
graphics 80% 
value for money 90% 
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Jet Pac 

Ultimate Play the Game, The 
Green, Ashby de la Zouch, Leics 
LE6 SIU 

You are a space-suited adven- 
turer on an alien planet. First you 
must assembly your rocket from 
its component parts, then collect 
fuel to power it. At the same time 
you are fighting off the local 
aliens with your Quad Photon 
Laser Phaser and collecting the 
g00dies (gems, gold ete) that you 
find lying around. 

Having refuelled you head 
off for another planet where you 
proceed to slaughter the locals 
and plunder their valuables all 
over again, But after four planets 
your spaceship wears out, and 
you must build another one from 
seratch. 

You can choose a one- or 
two-player game and use either 
keyboard or a Kempston 
joystick. Good graphics, with 
many small touches that put this 
program well ahead of the pack. 

Movement is easy to con- 
trol, and the degree of difficulty 
such as to make this an entertain- 
ing and addictive game. 

PF. 

instructions 90% 
playability 90% 
graphics 90% 
value for money 90% 

SinclairZX Spectrum 
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No More Lucky Dip! 

Have you ever eagerly loaded a new 
program only to discover that you've wasted 
your hard earned cash? We know how you feel 
—we've suffered too. 

‘Our company, Mr. Micro Ltd, has 
grown out of a passion for home computing, 
an obsession that went far beyond a hobby. 

We are determined to ensure that all 
programs and accessories which bear the 
‘Mr. Micro name are proven, tried, tested and 
debugged and represent excellent value for 
money. After all we were in from the beginning 
and we have built ourselves a hard earned 
reputation in the world of home computing. 

STRETCH YOUR 
MIND & Micro 

Witu 
Mr. Micro 
GAMES 

& ACCESSORIES 
WK 59.90 Mysterious Island V 

{it realy begins, Booby Trapped Fi 
Kile Bee © Hou 

rd by scnling Mi. Meso Ui final oe atthe eof Ue pane (Po ise 

atk with Sor lebexp 

fing the bells. © Amazing goo Kresde Acioa © rye at 
deoanding. 
Dragon Tamer Drape 3 

Allows Atari type and other digital ch the Dragon ging 

Dragon Tamer includes ti use with digi oy 

‘Our packaging has undergone a 
complete re-design so that before you bur 
anything you know exactly what the package 
contains, how it works and what the screen 
display will look like 

No lucky dip-we've got nothing to 
hide. All our programs are well 
written, exciting and exhilarating, 
designed to stretch your 
capabilities to the full and 
extract every ounce of 
performance from your 
micro. 

Edocavoral ® Cha 

69 Partington Lane, Swinton, Manchester M27 3AL 
gland. Telephone: 061 



TI-99/4A PROGRAM 

Can you tunnel through 

the rock in time? 
Hints on conversion 

S REM MINE MAZE O-H.SLINN. 
3@ CALL CLEAR Se. ee 

You're on an 28 PRINT * ROMINE MAZEROCE [raed Moe an 
3@ PRINT following exception errand of mercy|| 2222 oo. ave ro nace acAINer” CET SEA pokes. th 

in Dave Slinn's 30 PRINT “TINE THRO’ DIFFERENT LAYERS” named ee CALL CHAR 68 PRINT " OF ROCK TO SAVE THE MINER." named. eg. CHAR 
game for the T! 59 PRINT Mast * {126.32} puts a space a 10 

y 60 PRINT " THERE ARE 4 DIFFERE! a ante SaaS 
99/4A.So don't || 33 Paint “uymoness’s GF ROCK RANDOMLY g CALLHCHAR (126.32 
delay —it’sa 7o@ PRINT "PLACED. AS ERCH SECTION IS" sean ie iheneaes 

14@ PRINT "ORILLEO farting at fow 12 column 6 
matter of life 12@ PRINT “THE F ALL VCHAR same 
and death. 130 PRINT HCHAR but vertical 

140 PRI SHORT TIME ALL CHAR defiges user 
15@ PRI eraphi 
160 PRINT "SOME OF THE ROCK IS TO HARD ALL (GORE) recke cu 
172 PRINT FOR YOUR DRILL. HCHAR : 

Deep underground, under four] | 180 PRINT 3 . ALL. KEY inputs data direct 
layers of rock, there's a trapped | | 198 PRINT SKKAUSE ARROW KEYSER from the Keyboard. without 
miner — and your job is to| | 208 PRINT having to pres teturn/enter 

PRINT key 
PRINT TO START. CALA. CLEAR clears the sereen 
PRINT 4 Ihe, TH screen is divided into 
CALL KEYC@,K/S> 22 vertical columns and 24 

IF S8@ THEN 246 
CALL CLEAR 

rescue him. But there’s no time 
to lose, for any minute now the 
mine could blow up. 
Once you think you've 

become an expert rescuer, you 
can increase the challenge by 
altering line 1720. FOR I=9 TO 16 

CALL COLOR( 1-2-2 65@ CALL HCHAR< 6, 22. 
I 660 CALL HCHARCS, 20,146) 

How it works DEFINE GRAPHIC ae ae 672 CALL HCHAR(S, 21,147 
10-220 instructions oR es tea aed BC 

300-530 define characters 698 
560-1000 set up playing area 700 

1010-1480 set up random layers > | 718 HCHARC 17 
of 4 different layers of rock 1616191618191616") 728 VCHARC 7 

1490-1610 explosion sound & FFASASASASASASFF 730 TO 10 
ftps OCBEer SF BFCFF 7A enoaer 
1 initial start time 750 * 
1730-1800 start of countdown or 4Or Faas roe N i 
1840-1870 test for direction of FFO2FAAAFAG: 760 ICHARC 23; 11713142) 

movement 7 Ber AAI a 4 770 VCHARC 7.1 

1880-2010 update position of GOFS 4048") | 789 CALL HCHAR( 22, 
rescuer FCO2FBRAAI > | 790 ¢ HCHAR( 17 

228-2120 keep rescuer tn FFa1e0ASEDe 1818 08 
area 3C42AS59999R542 8 

21-380 check future position 15242424243 > lane 
‘of rescuer 599999999 F |= . 

itt a, ino s099999909702292" | 6a CALL How 
rescuer, colour flash and drill RarSe7EFFER “SIL coe cece ee nae 
sound tA 850 CALL HCHAR(G, 17 

2710-2810 check old posijon of 4 860 CALL HCHAR( 6,23 
rescuer > | 879 CALL HOHARCG, 19,145) 

2820-3100 determine length of 880 CALL HCHAR(6, 20,1 2> time to drill rock é : 3 Ae 898 CALL HCHAR(6, 22,148) 
3310-3360 message print 5 | k2O8 ROR METS STO RACERS Peale. 918 CALL HCHAR( 22,1, 128 

920 NEXT 1 
930 FOR I=i2 TO 26 STEP 2 
94@ CALL HCHAR(22,1,135) 
95@ NEXT I 
968 CALL HCHARC 9,130) 
978 CALL HCHAR( 22,30,131,3) 
980 FOR I=3 TO 9 STEP 2 
990 CALL HCHARC17, 1,128) 
1@@@ NEXT I HCHARC 6. 

HCHAR. 6 
HCHAR( 
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4005 REM’ POSITION DIFFERENT 
119 RANDOMIZE 
1920 Ca12 
130 R=? 

41040 ARINTC4¥RNO +12 
1950 CALL HCHARCR, ©, AxS,3? 

@ CeC+3 
ier F 032 THEN 198@ ELSE 1048 

1980 Ca12 
1090 ReR+i 

1110 IF _Re2S 
1120 #2 
1198 Re? 
1140 ARINTCA#RNO +12 
115@ CALL HCHARCR,C,AxS,3? 

1160 Cec+3 

1189 Cee 
1190 ReR+t 

1200 IF R=17 THEN 121@ ELSE 1 
1210 ReR+t 
1220 IF R=25 THEN 1230 ELSE 1140 
1238 FOR I=1 TO 3 
1240 C@INT¢ 174RND 2413 
1250 CALL VCHARC7,C, 96,18) 
1260 NEXT I 
1270 FOR I=1 To 3 
1280 C=INT( S¥RND +2 
1298 CALL VOHARC8,C 
1308 NEXT I 
1319 FOR I=1 TO 4 
1320 REINTC 144RNO +7 
1330 C=INTC7¥RNO 242 
1349 CALL HOHARCR,C, 152 
1390 CALL VCHARCR,C+2 
1360 NEXT I 
1370 FOR I=1 TO 12 
1380 ReINTC 16#RND >» 
1390 C#INTC 194RNO D412 
1409 CALL HCHARCR,C, 152, 2 
1410 CALL VCHARCR/C+1, 152 
1420 NEXT I 
1430 CALL HCHAR( 22,238,129 
1449 CALL COLOR< 13,2,15> 
1450 CALL VOHARC7, 1,120.16 
1460 CALL HCHAR( 17, 2,134 
1478 CALL COLORC 14, 15,6) 
1489 CALL COLOR(15,2,6> 
1485 REM EXPLOSION 
1490 CALL SOUNO< 1908,-4,0> 
1509 CALL SOUND< 1@0,-7,0 
1519 CALL HCHAR( 22,26, 134 > 
1520 CALL SOUND< 188,-6,0> 
1590 CALL HCHAR( 22,25, 144) 
1549 CALL SQUND(SG,-7,2) 
1550 CALL HCHARC 22,18, 144.7) 
1568 CALL SOUNO< 698, -6,2) 
1578 CALL HCHAR( 22, 17,130) 
1589 CALL SOUND< 1600,-7,0> 
1590 CALL HCHAR( 22, 15, 134) 
1609 CALL HCHAR< 22,14,130) 
1618 CALL_HCHARC 22, 11,134) 
1620 FOR Imi To 3 
1632 CALL HCHARC6,2, 150) 
1649 FOR D=1 To 200 
1650 NEXT O 
1669 CALL HCHAR(6, 2,92) 
1679 FOR D=1 To 190 
1688 NEXT D 

CALL SOUNDC 5, 1900,5> 
NEXT I 

2 

fo 
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LAYERS OF ROCK 

100 IF Reg2 THEN 109@ ELSE 1110 

i THEN 112@ ELSE 1040 

1170 IF C>10 THEN 1180 ELSE 1140 

1710 CALL HCHARC6 
1715 REM SET UP START OF COUNT 
1728 TIME=99 
1738 Re6 
1748 Ce2 
1750 TIME*TIME-1 

1760 IF LENCSTRSCTIME))=1 THEN 1772 ELSE 1789 
1778 CALL HCHAR(4,26,32) 
1780 FOR I=1 TO LENCSTRS< TIME >> 

179 CALL HCHAR(4, 1424, ASC( SER STREK TIME), 1,199) 

1688 NEXT I 

1818 CALL SOUND< 189,~-4,2) 

1828 CALL KEYC®,kK»S 

1825 REM TEST FOR ‘OUT OF TIME 

1830 IF TIME=@ THEN 3380 

1840 IF K*66 THEN 1900 ELSE 1850 

1650 IF Ke83 THEN 1920 ELSE 1860 

1860 IF Ke69 THEN 1940 ELSE 1678 

1870 IF K<>88 THEN 1759 ELSE 1680 

1980 OR=+1 

1898 GOTO 195@ 

1900 DC=+1 
191@ GOTO 1999 

1920 DCe-1 

193@ GOTO 1990 

1940 ORe-1 
1958 RR=R 

1960 CC#=C 
1978 ReR+0R 

1988 GOTO 2020 
1998 CC=C 

2200 RRR 
2018 Cec+oo 
2020 IF C>32 THEN 203@ ELSE 2050 
2030 C#32 
2048 GOTO 1750 
2050 IF C<i THEN 2060 ELSE 2080 

2060 C#1 
2078 GOTO 1750 

206@ IF R<6 THEN 2090 ELSE 2118 

2098 RS 
2108 GOTO 1750 

211@ IF R>24 THEN 2128 ELSE 2140 

2120 Re2s 
213@ GOTO 1750 
2135 REM TEST FOR HARDNESS OF ROCK 

214@ CALL GCHARCR,C,/X> 

215@ IF X=96 THEN 2370 

2168 IF X=104 THEN 245@ 

2178 IF X#112 THEN 2560 

2160 IF XeiZ@ THEN 2620 
219@ IF Xe32 THEN 2920 

2200 IF X=131 THEN 2952 
2210 IF X=126 THEN 2992 
2220 IF X*134 THEN 3028 
223 IF Xei44 THEN 3020 
2240 IF X@19@ THEN 3@2¢ 
2250 IF X=148 THEN 3020 



2968 CALL HCHARCRR»CC, 135) 
2978 CALL HCHARCR,C, 150? 
2982 GOTO 1750 
2990 CALL HCHARCRR, CC, 135> 
209 CALL HCHARCR,C, 150 
3912 GOTO 1758 
3@2Q CALL SOUND< 190, 1129, 149,944, 38) ~418) 
3932 CALL HCHARCRR,CC, 135) 
3849 CALL HCHARCR,C, 150) 

SS sg) 305¢ GoTo 1750 
2408 CALL COLOR(3,2,2> ] 9062 FOR I=1 To 4 
2418 GOsuB 3220 3078 CALL SOUND< 168, 1908,2> 
242@ CALL HCHARCRR, CC, 135> 308@ FOR D=1 To se 

243@ CALL HCHARCR,C, 150) j] 3992 NEXT 0 

2442 GOTO 1750 3100 NEXT I 
2450 REM 3105 REM WINNING ROUTINE 

2460 FOR O=1 TO 2 311@ Ms="YOU DID IT!" 

2470 CALL COLOR(1@,18, 18> g 9120 Rei8 
2480 CALL. SOUND 200, 30006, 30,440,12,449,30,-4,0> ff] 3198 Cals 
2490 CALL SOUND< 499, 30000, 30> 3148 GosuB 3310 
2508 CALL COLOR( 10,2,2> ] 3192 Mee"PRESS ANY KEY" 
2518 GosUe 3220 ] 3168 Rezo 
2528 NEXT D 3170 Cais 
2530 CALL HCHARCRR, CO, 135> 3189 GosuB sai0 
2549 CALL HCHARCR) 0) 150) fy} 3192 CALL KEYCa,k,S) 
2558 GOTO 1750 9200 IF S=0 THEN 3190 
2569 FOR Dal TO 3 | sate we 760 

2570 CALL COLOR 11,3,5) TIME COUNTOOU 
2560 cee SOUND< 208, 38868, 30,880, 12, 448,30,-4-0> oH Tinie ge athe 

2590 CALL SOUND< 480, 30000,30 > LEN STREC TIME > d=: 5 
2600 CALL COLOR¢11/2,2) S240 CALL HCHARC 4.26.90), oN 9240 ELSE S250, 
acie costa, seee Be fe ae TO LENCSTRSC TIME) 
26: ” HCHAR( 4, 1+24, ASC. SEGEC STRBC 

263@ CALL HCHARCRR, CC. 135) 3278 NEXT 1 SEK SEG STREC TIMED T1999 

2640 CALL HCHARCR, C150) S280 CALL SOUND< 198,~4,2) 
265@ GOTO 1750 3290 IF TIME=@ THEN 3330 
2660 FOR D=1 TO 3 3300 RETURN 
2670 CALL COLOR( 16, 16,2) 33@5 REM PRINT MESSAGE ROUTINE 

3600 CALL SOUND< 200, 30000, 30, 1000, 12, 440,30,-4,0)] S31@ FOR Let TO LENCi8> 
2690 CALL COLOR(16,2,2> 3320 CO=ASCC SEGsCMs,1,1>> 
2700 NEXT 0 3330 CALL HCHARCR,C.CD) 

2719 IF K=68 THEN 276¢ 3340 CaCe1 
2729 IF Ke83 THEN 2780 9350 NEXT T 
2730 IF _K=69 THEN 2880 3368 RETURN 
3748 ReR=1 3370 STOP 

2758 GOTO 1752 3375 REM LOSE ROUTINE 
2768 CaC-1 3380 CALL SOUND<( 160,260, 4> 

2778 GOTO 1758 3390 CALL SOUND<25@, 110, 1) 
2760 Cacti 3400 NS=" xKEFRILED EER” 

790 GOTO 1750 3419 Reis 
pals 3420 C=17 
2820 ReR+1 
2818 GOTO 1750 343 GosUS 3319 
2920 FOR D=i To 4 3449 GOTO 3159 
2838 CALL COLOR(12.4,4) 3459 END 
2840 CALL SOUND 15¢,30008,30, 680, 12,448,30,-4,0) 3460 Ca19 

285@ CALL SOUND< 400, 30000,30 3470 GOTO 1758 
2860 CALL COLOR‘ 12,/2,2) 3438 CALL SoUNoC a 
2670 GOsuS 3220 SOUND< 208, 408, 4,200,4,- 
2680 NEXT 0 3500 cosus S220 08 PEs sa 
2098 CALL HCHARCRR.CC, 135) 3518 NEXT D 
2908 CALL HCHARCR,C, 150) 3528 CALL HCHARCRR, CC, 135) 
2918 GOTO 1750 359@ CALL HOHARCR, 0,158) 
2920 CALL HCHARCRR,CC,32> 3549 GOTO 1750 
293 CALL HCHARCR,C,15@> Sel Re? 
2948 GOTO 1750 3562 GOTO 1750 

2952 CALL SQUND< 198, 208.4,210,4,-4.3) 
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The company with a 
superiority complex 

“Having a high opinion of our 
programs and believing that our 
‘overall standard was as good as 
anything else then available, gave 
us our name." So says John 
Dyson, one of the partners of 
Superior Software. 

John and his partner 
Richard Hanson set out in 
autumn last year to market their 
‘own arcade game software. For 
Richard, who has a degree in 
‘computing science, thisis more or 
less his first job since leaving 
university, “While studying 1 
spent a year Cobol programming 
for an insurance company, 
probably best forgotten’, he 
said. 

Both had previously written 
games for the Acorn Atom, 
which they marketed through 
other software companies. But 
dissatisfaction with the way their 
games were treated made them 
decide to see if they could do a 
better job themselves, John says 
one company didn’t advertise his 
programs properly, and both 
believe that screen pictures of the 
game are essential for the 
purchasers to get an idea of what 
they are buying. 

After meeting to try to help 
each other develop their 
programming skills they began to 
work together. Now each game is 
usually coded by one and 
criticised by the other 

Richard works for the 
company full time, both 
programming and dealing with 
marketing. John, who still works 
as an electronics engineer for a 
broadcasting company, “only 
works part time for Superior” 

degree 
didn’t like computing at all. “It 
‘was the Space Invader machine at 
work which first awakened me to 
its potential”, he recalled. 

“The Acorn Atom was the 
first cheap, good quality com- 
puter and from opening mine up | 
was hooked. So much so that I 
stayed up two nights running just 
using the machine that first week, 
until exhaustion took over!”* 

So Superior Software was 
born, with four arcade games for 
the BBC micro. Their launch just 
before Christmas was well timed. 
They despatched over 300 casset- 

When you call yourself Superior 
Software, you've got a lot to 
live up to. Dave Carlos met 
Partners John Dyson and 

Richard Hanson, and got the 
lowdown on their company’s 

high aspirations 

Superior’s tape du 
tes during November and over 
4,000 during December, and 
Richard claims that Superior now 
sells considerably more than that. 

The rise in standard of other 
software writers gives both mena 
continuing challenge. “Our new 
Frogger and Road Runner pro- 
grams are undoubtedly our best 
yet and are selling very well. But 
we are still on the lookout for 
other games, and have some ex- 
citing games from other writers 
still to come. 
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ing is carried out in-house 
“We are getting more pro- 

grams from other writers now 
and are impressed by the increas- 
ing standard, but wish we could 
respond more quickly to the 
authors. Our new staffing plans 
should help remove this pro- 
blem.”” 

Day to day adminsitration is 
inthe hands of Cyril Dove, whose 
roleis ashard todefineasitis vital 
to the company. He deals with 
despatch, correspondence, the 
telephone, and copying, which is 

presently carried out in-house at 
69 Leeds Road, Bramhope, 
Leeds 

But due to the interest of the 
big retail chains the copying is 
likely to go out of house soon. A 
single order, likely to be in the 
thousands, would swamp their 
current arrangements, 

In common with other soft- 
ware houses Superior reports that 
sales to dealers are now outstipp- 
ing mail order, but see this as 
good for customers, who get t0 
see that they are buying before 
spending any money. They do 
not plan to drop mail order 
though 

One project now in the 
pipeline is a target shooting game 
for the BBC micro, which will be 
sold as a gun and cassette 
package. The gun fits into the 
joystick port and responds to a 
bright dot on the screen, At the 
‘moment the project is still at the 
testing stage, with both partners 
shooting moving stars in their 
quieter moments, but they see it 
asan interesting departure for the 
future 

The addition of more 
machines to their rangeis alsoim- 
minent, with Assembler and 
Toolkit packages for the Oric-1 
completed recently and due for 
release, Arcade games are likely 
to be the next on the list for this 
machine, “The public like arcade 
games more than original 
ones"*, Richard said, “‘but even- 
tually we plan some original ar- 
cade quality releases for both 
machines.” The Oric programs 
may be released in ROM form as 
well as on cassette, 

“We feel we have missed the 
Sinclair boat now, but would like 
to write for any new machine they 
release. The problem is getting in 
quickly enough, which is why we 
are working on the Oric at the 
moment.”” 

One problem they have 
already encountered with writing 
for the Oricis that it doesn’t have 
a checksum on loading. "This 
means that a program may ap- 
pear to have loaded correctly 
when it hasn't, and therefore 
won't run. To get around this we 
have written a routine which does 
check our programs and gives an 
error message if all is not well.”” 



PROFILE 

ay 
John Dyson and Richard Hanson feeling superior 

Another difficulty with the 
Oric is that the break key, hidden 
under the machine, doesn’t pro- 
vide a full hardware reset, so 
sometimes the only way out of a 
program is to pull the plug and 
lose it completely. 

John and Richard hope to 
convert their existing catalogueto 
run on the BBC-compatible Elec: 
tron. That doesn’t mean that 
they don't expect problems. Like 
other software houses, the new 
operating systems and the new 
Basic which have appeared for 
the BBC have brought problems. 
“But at least the Calls are 

on the Acorn 
“On 

are exploring un- 
charted territory and don't even 
know if there is more than one 
issue of the ROM chip. business. If they were to pay a We would like to give a | royalty to the pr jo 
money-back guarantee to our | each loan then thing: 
Customers so that they could | fairer 
return a tape which they didn’t With so many pla 
like, but the amount of copying | ideas, this company sho 
which goes on in this business | worth watching, Ai 

sus from doing so” says | intend that anyone should ev 
able to take their title ‘Supe 

about theeffect of theiractionsin | away from them either. So be 
these cases. Libraries also pose a | warned! 

AT LAST!! 
SINCLAIR 
SPECTRUM 
JOYSTIC 

CONTROLI 

£14.95!! 

DISK DRIVES 
THE LATES 

SHUGART SA200 
40 TRACK DRIVES 

AN EXTRA 32K FOR AND STEEL CASE 
ALL PRICES INCLUDE W/ ONLY FOR ONLY 

oie 1624.05 (ree) ae £199 
‘OR BBC 
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ANIROG 
FROGRUN 

CRAWLER 

em Une ene 

PHARAOW'S TOMB 

ZUCKMAN 
2X81 (16K) 

"ALL MACHINE CODE 
(10K) 
*FOUR INDEPENDENT 
GHOSTS 
*HIGH-SCORE ‘HALL 
OF FAME” 
“AUTHENTIC. 
ARCADE ACTION 
*TITLE/DISPLAY 
MODE 

ONLY £5.95 INC. P&P 
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SOFTWARE 

mem "tow ene GALACTIC 
ABDUCTORS 

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME, 
GENEROUS DISCOUNT 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE. PO ACCESS viSA 
ANIROG SOFTWARE 
26 Bacon ROENS. 
WORLEY. St 
ENouImies 

=AQ = 
24 HR. CREDIT CARD SALES HORLEY (02934) 6083 

JEY (02834) 2007 6083 Please enclose S0p post) packaging per order. 

cee: 
DEPT HCW, 9 TWEED CLOSE, SWINDON, WILTS SN2 3PU 
Tel: (0793) 724317 Trade enquiries welcome 
Export Orders: Please add £1.00 per tape airmail ey 

< ’specTRUM 16K/48K 
VERSION OF Z/MAN 
£5.95 inc p&p 

ZX Spectrum 
FROGGY 16K or 48K 

FROGGY 
2X81 (16K) 

“MOVING CARS, 
LOGS, TURTLES 
“ALLIGATORS, 
DIVING TURTLES 
“FOUR “SCREENS’ OF 
ACTION 

*ALL ARCADE 
FEATURES 
*ENTIRELY MACHINE 
CODE 

ONLY £5.95 INC. P&P 

Your home-sick frog must leap across 8 

Be 
ONLY £5.95 INC. PEP 
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Graphics 
System 

Dragon £9.95 
Salamander, 27 Ditchling Rise, 
Brighton, East Sussex 

This graphics system lets you 
draw pictures using all the 
Dragon’s hi-res modes and 
colour sets. One joystick is used 
to manipulate a moving cursor, 
and the keyboard controls the 
graphics facilities. 

The eight-page manual 
supplied with the system 
explains the numerous features 
and commands that are available 
reasonably well, but you can go 
back to the “‘help"? menu at any 
point if you get stuck 

You can choose to draw lines, 
boxes, arcs, elipses, polygon or 
any kind of irregular shape. You 
can paint your picture with a 
“fil command, and write in 
text of any size. 

Having drawn your 
masterpiece, you can save it on 
cassette. The shapes you have 
created can also be stored in a 
shapes library so that they can be 
used later on, 

The text feature in the 
graphics system is also supplied 
4S a separate program and data 
file, so that you can easily 
incorporate text in hi-res mode 
in any of your own programs, 

Once all the commands had 
been mastered, I found the 
system easy to use. With its 
comprehensive range of fac- 
ilities, it offers a slick method of 
adding colourful graphics to 
your programs, 

cD. 

instructions 80% 
ease of use 90% 
display 85 
value for money 
ak * 

Software to 
put a picture 

in your 
program 

Which to choose from the 
graphics packages coming on to 
the market? Our reviewers have 
had designs on four of them — 

here are their opinions 

Draftmate 
BBCB 

Disk £12.50 
Cass. £9.95 

8 Central 
Hill, 

Computasolve, 
Parade, St Marks 
Surbiton, Surrey KT6 4PJ 

Interactive graphics programs 
(picture drawing to you and me!) 
seem to be appearing in 
profusion at the moment. This 
‘one isa good one of its kind with 
most of the facilities you're 
likely to need. 

You can create pictures, using 
keys or joysticks, to be dumped 
to the printer or to be saved for 
later use. They can even be 
ncorporated into other 
programs when needed (this 
facility is not documented in the 
cassette version but is there, 1 
believe). 
Amongits many facilities, two 

1 particularly like are Update 
and Magnify. Update means 
that the screen you are creating 
can be saved in part and then 
different trials can be made 
based on that part without 
corrupting it in any way. 

Magnify is a powerful editing 
procedure allowing the altera- 
tion of single (yes, single!) 
pixels. Unfortunately the 
booklet provided doesn’t 
explain this facility very well 

The only parts of the package 
that were less than satisfactory 
were the circle plotting, which is 
very slow (compared to 
Grafdisk) and the documenta 
tion, which could be clearer in 
places, D.C. 
instructions 60% 
ease of use 90% 
display 80% 
valueformoney (disk) 90% 

(cassette) 70% 
kkk k 

Kenema Associates, 1 Marl- 
borough Drive, Worle, Avon 

‘There has been a trend for user- 
defined graphics programs to 
appear in magazines soon after 
the launch of new micros with 
the udg facility. This is true for 
the Orie I (see HCW no. 3), and 
80 to persuade Oric owners to 
actually part with cash, a udg 
program needs to have 
something special. This one 
doesn’t, quite. 

It lets you modify or re-design 
any character in the standard or 
alternative character set. 
Having specified which 

character you wish to alter, you 
move a cursor around an 
enlarged character square 
display, setting or re-setting 
pixels until you have the 
character you want. The 
character you are creating is also 
shown in normal size. 
Alongside the enlarged 

character square are the byte 
addresses and values of the new 
character. You have to jot these 
down when complete — there 
are no options to save on cassette 
or obtain a printer listing (the 
‘extras’ that this program lacks). 

D.N. 

instructions 60% 
ease of use 80% 
display 40% 
value for money 30% 

Easy Sprite 
Commodore 

64 £3.00 
TUE Software, 1 Brackenhill, 
Sandy Lane, Cobham, Surrey, 
KT 2EW 

As the name suggests, this 
package allows you to create 
your own Sprites (moveable 
Braphies characters similar to 
these on the Atari machines), 
and use them in future programs 
of your own. Upon running, the 
display shows a large box rep- 
resenting the area occupied by a 
Sprite on the screen. 

‘A moveable cursor which is 
controlled by the CSR keys can 
then be used to colour in squares 
and so build up the shape of the 

HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 21 June 1983 

Spite. When complete, the 
Sprite is then converted into a 
series of data statements, 
Other options include: 

Display Sprite, which moves the 
created shape’ across the main 
screen in its true size; Change 
Sprite, which allows alteration 
of the current character, and 
Create New Sprite, which 
features an audible and visual 
warning that any previous 
shapes will be lost. 

There was no documentation 
supplied with the review. copy, 
and bugs in the program were 
apparent throughout its use. 

D.A. 
instructions 25% 
ease of use 60% 
display 50% 
value for money 50% 
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ORIC-1 PROGRAM 
’ > 

Trapped! Can you avoid 
the androids’ deadly 

You eappedin he eden embrace? 
Control Complex. The android Variables 
hordes are out to set you and their % player's screen character 

locatio To survive you must battle U,D.X.L cursor control PEEK} the androids with your trusty Even if you survive the ‘Jocations 
aeen and you cn mitanee| androids, the MasterControl | (Mateains 
Minsciicns bureeten Robot is only seconds cle teeta 
and Master Control Robot is in away ae and there’: sno ZA missle character 

CO moves count hot pursuit and only seconds 
away. Nothing can stop its ad| StOpping it. Android Attack, by vanee Grant Privett and Martin Jones, | hemmemhoay 

Your guide your man X1.¥1 player's current location 
around the complex by using the | 1S aN @XCi ing game for the 48K | IMueierameet 

nd fireyourgun| O¥iC-1, easily converted for the el cursor controls KI number of stunned androids by pressing both the shift key 16K model SS score (ither one will do) and the ap RO.CO android tecations 
propriate cursor control 10 stunned endtroids 

This program was written 
for the 48K Oric but with a few 
changes will run on the 16K ver 
sion. The differences lie in those 
lines where the character set is " 01 bare “ 
modified, such as lines 330 and iver ore , 
650 where a location is POKEd to 
give the androids flashing eyes 

This means that all POKEs 
above 16384 ( 4000) should have “ 
32768 ( 80000) subtracted. a5 mane “ ‘ 

Hints on conversions 
Conversions for other machines 
Using Microsolt BASIC are simple 
as long as a PLOT or PRINT@ é: 
command is available, though on 
Sulstitutes for the sound com: ron ‘ mands will be needed 

‘The program was originally 
‘written using inteser variables ex- 
ensively but these were subse- 
quently found to be slower then 
Hosting point variables. 

MW would also be necessary to 
Know the PEEK locations for the | | | 1.0 >: 
Keyboard and shift controls, 

How it works 
variable table 

70-320 board drawing 
330-340 keyboard input ‘ 345-400 new player position 
410-440 fire missle 
450 plot player character 

er android 
600-640 mov 
650-750 move androids $ 760-800 player death routine . 
810-840 androids death routin 
{850-887 androids recover 
'890-10000 end of screen/game ¥ i . 1010-1130 redefine characters ’ 
1200-1540 instructions 
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STAWVEENS 

Le "pediment Sao | 5 hme etl 

J[_ Tek for turther information vic 20 16K RAM PACK Address — — | 

: COMMODORE 64 : S| eae 
CLC 

(24hr. ANSAPHONE SERVICE) 

is STANFEEM Hl 208 Aigburth Rd, Aigburth ferry 
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GTM Software, 864 York Road, 
Leeds, Yorks 

A word is displayed with one 
letter missing, and the player has 
to enter any letter that will make 
a real word. After each correct 
entry, the option is given to use 
the same letters or try another 
word. 

A score is kept and, after all 
possibilities are exhausted, the 
player can try another set. 
Suitable faces are displayed for 
correct or wrong inputs. 

The program is incredibly well 
error trapped — I had trouble 
trying to get out of it! —and very 
user friendly. Supplied with the 
tape is a printout of instructions, 
including a detailed method for 
changing the word lists and 
aimed at the non-programmer. 

Aimed at junior schools, it 
would also be useful for 
remedial children who have 
problems with phonics/etter 
recognition. 

Colour is used sparingly and 
graphics are minimal, but the 
program is easy to use and the 
ability to turn off the sound is a 
bonus which stops any 
classroom irritation. A_ nice, 
friendly request for comments 
and an offer to help with 
problems makes you feel that 
this company cares! 

RE. 

instructions 90% 
playability 83% 
graphic 50% 
value for money 85% 

kkk k 

Get smart 
with the 
latest 

software 

These programs for a range of 
ages and micros aim to take the 
Pain out of learning. Here's how 

our reviewers rated them 

At the Circus 
vic-20 plus 8 
or 16k £5.95 

‘Sumlock, Royal London House, 
198 Deansgate, Manchester M3 
3NE 

Based on a circus theme, this 
game is designed for young 
children from about four to 
seven years old and introduces 
them to basic maths. 

Inside the circus tent is a high 
wire act, and the aim is to count 
the number of acrobats. If the 
correct answer is entered, the 
number of performers changes 
— otherwise the display is 
repeated until the child gets it 
right. 

Occasionally the men jump 
off the wire and after bouncing 
in a safety net form a human 
pyramid to demonstrate the 
difference between tens and 
units, 

The program includes some 
basic addition and subtraction, 
and the speed of operation can 
be altered to suit the childs’ 
ability. A score card is kept of 
correct answers. 

Parental supervision will be 
needed, at least to set up the 
programe. 

instructions 
playability 
graphics: 
value for money 

Map of UK 
48K Spectrum 

£11.95 
Kuma, 11 Work Road, Maiden- 
head, Berks 

This is a map in search of an 
application. It offers a lot of 
information at the press of a few 
keys, but not the kind of 
information — on roads, for 
example, or major landmarks — 
that would make it useful for 
applications like route- 
planning. Its major use will be in 
schools (and scout huts?), where 
its novelty value may prove to be 
educational value too. 

What it does do is present you 
with a large-scale outline map of 
the UK, with hundreds of place 
names plotted in their relevant 
positions. The program is menu- 
driven, allowing you easy access 
to its Various functions. 

You can search for a given 

place name, determine the 
distance between two positions 
‘on the map, find the latitude/ 
longitude of any specified point, 
remove/restore all place names, 
carry out a quick scan of the 
entire map, copy the screen toa 
printer and play a hot-air 
balloon game 

Having chosen a particular 
area for study, you can scroll the 
‘map across the screen using the 
cursor contro! keys. A small grid 
pattern at the top right of the 
screen show where you are in 
relation to the map as a whole. 

The program is easy to use, 
and although the graphics are 
rudimentary, the display and 
place name positions are clear 
and easy to read, 

PR. 

instructions 90 
ease of use 1% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 60% 
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Worm Software, 70 Hurstwood 
Road, New Oscott, Birming- 
ham B23 SBY 

Here’s your chance to be a 
forensic scientist and help solve 
some dastardly murder! Each 
game begins by the discovery of 
a body which has been 
contaminated with some 
chemical plus ink stains. But for 
each murder the scenario is 
different. 

Your task is to discover by 
chemical analysis what the con- 
tamination on the body isand try 
to detect the murderer from a 
given list of suspects, all of 
whom have some sort of 
contamination on the soles of 
their shoes, Each suspect is given 
an alibi which may or may not be 
true. 

The various tests include; 
flame, HCL, barium chloride, 
sodium chloride, 
chromatography e' 

This is an interesting game to 
play and could be quite useful 
for those studying O-level 
chemistry. In any event itis fun. 
A pity that, except in the chrom- 
atography tests, so little use was 
made of graphics. 

B.C 

instructions 80% 
playability 65% 
graphics 40% 
value for money 75% 



VIC20 ___ DIGITAL 
aso” CASSETTE DECK 

coun ATA REALISTIC PRICE 
+ PET 

wea 5 FREE GAMES ‘Allow? Days Detiery 
* Fully Compatible 

* Designed by our Engineers — 
NOT just an Interface unit 

All Cables included 
* Powered and controlled by your 
computer — SIMPLY PLUG INI 

SPECTRUM 
QUICKSHOT ° 
JOYSTICK 
* Interfaced to plug straight 
into SPECTRUM. 

* Compatible with most software 
from: Quicksilva, Silversoft, Artic, ( 

*Quickshot 
for Atari/Commodore 4. £1.50 P&P. 
onty£12. 99 + 1.00Pa° 
“Interface unitonly availableforuse £11.99 
with your own Atari type Joystick only + £1.00PEP 
Credit Card Sales Line 2¢nowry OTB f 

EL znopesracer, nANtey, 2504T 
SSSELECTRONICS 0s 

HAVEN HARDWARE 
MICROCOMPUTERS, 

HARDWARE & SOFTWARE 
RETAIL OUTLET: 85 Scotch Street, Whitehaven, Cumbria Tel: 
0946 66586 
OFFICE: 4 Asby Road, Asby, Workington, Cumbria CAI4 4RR 
Tel: 0946 86 627 
Retail outlet opening hours 4,0 pm to 7.00 pm Wednesday, 
‘Thursday & Friday, 11.00 am to 7.00 pm Saturday 
Orders can be sent to either address, or made by phone using any 

‘ACCESS CARD or VISA. 
DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 

SEE US AT THE 2X MICROFAIR AUGUST 200 SPECIAL LOW prices. ON MOST SOFTWARE 2x0 HARDWARE 7X Specum HARDWARE Fee Nicks Sat sapt Gres muir BOIL Lass es recta Key Module KIT 6.95 Pils in — neds eater Soe i a en Rit iikss Eaton Beer Kir ox.95 Bun. — HENLE 
He eke cyboard Entry Mod. KIT £2.95 Ege Connector Short Pins sores Ege Constr 
Input Output Port KIT £11.95 i sole Eas Rout 2 Repeat KIT £2.95 Bone? 
Edge Cooneor Long Pies 2.95 
Edge Connector Short Pine £1.50 Ee cant 
SPECIAL OFFER ZX SPECTRUM PATIENCE £4.95 SPECIAL OFFER Works on any 2X Specirum — Why nox hove a change flow pace 
REPULSER will be relaunched for the ZX Spectrum 48K at the ZX Meera COMPU FERS JUPITER ACE £79.00 ORIC-1 48K £149.95 SPECTRUM 16K £98.98 SPECTRUM stk £129.95 Price include VAT. postage £1.00 on Commscrs tne on othe tees Sotiwire available for 2X SPECTRUM, ZX81, ORIC-1, BBC, C0 & DRAGON ai spec discount prices 
S:ALE: for Softwate and Hardware Geib. Pea sine Compute (0) 

JUPITER ACE INPUT OUTPUT 
PORT KIT £13.95 BUILT £17.95 

But do you really know which printer is best for your 
application? 
As with the Computer market it's a difficult job these 
days knowing which printer is most suitable for your 
particular needs. Whichever manufacturer you turn to 
they tell you their's 1s ideal for the Job. 
Well, we at Hilderbay have been in computing for over 
20 years, 20 years in which time we've gained an 
awful lot of experience. Experience we are happy to 
share with you — we are willing to evaluate your 
circumstances and advise on the best printer for the 
job at keen prices. We will make sure the printer you 
Duy will be the dest for your needs. So at the end of the 
day-you won't be wasting money on facilities you 
won't use, nor will you have a printer which, though 
cheap, won't do what you need it to, 
We also have a range of software for the Apple 
Le. Payroll £60, Bookkeeper £49, SSP £70 ete + VAT. 

Another First from Hilderbay... 
Word Processor Systems for ZX Spectrum 
At last — sensible, functional systems that give your 
Spectrum a word processor facility. 
System 1 A package that utilizes the Spectrum and an 
Olivetti daisywheel typewriter to give you a stand 
alone word processor. The typewriter doubles as 
printer and keyboard but can be used as a typewriter 
while still connected to the Spectrum ~ expected 
availability Mid-July. 
System 2 A package that can be ‘tailor made’ to suit 
your needs, comprises a parallel interface, customised 
Tasword Two software and printer (from our wide 
range), This system can be supplied for any computer 
however, we do recommend a typewriter style 
keyboard for fast professional use with Spectrum. 
Spectrum Software: Payroll, Stock Control, SSP etc. 
Price on application. 
JUST ARRIVED 
Ideal for our System 2 package — a fast dalsywheel 
printer that gives 20 CPS, 10, 12, 15 CPI and 
proportional spacing! Including a 1 year guarantee for 
only $399. VAT & delivery extra. 
‘ALSO AVAILABLE 
For Spectrum — Centronics type parallel interface 
including cable and connectors. Recognises LLIST and 
LPRINT. Does screen copy. Complete with driving 
software. Only £39.13 + VAT —please contact us about 
availability. Simple word processor for Spectrum 
free on request with printer or interface orders! 
PLEASE CONTACT US FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 

Hilderbay 
Professional Software 1cn3 

Hilderbay Ltd. Dept. 8-10 Parkway 
Regents Park London NW1 7AA 

Telephone: 01-485 1059 Telex: 22870 
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THE MOsT EXCITING AND 
INNOVATIVE SOFTWARE EVER 

YOUHAVE NEVER SEEN 
ANYTHING LIKE IT— BECAUSE 

YES, ITS A MAGAZINE, BUT 
WITH NO PAPER. ITIS ENTIRELY 
‘WRITTEN’ ON MAGNETIC TAPE— 
READY FOR YOU TO SIMPLY 
LOAD AND RUN. 

UNBEATABLE VALUE 
ATONLY £2.99 

ISSUE NO. 1 NOW 
AVAILABLE AT 

WH. SMITHS AND 
JOHN MENZIES.* 

*OR AVAILABLE BY POST FOR £2.99 (POSTAGE FREE) 

BE SURE OF YOURCOPY Please commence 1am enclosing my (delete as necessary) cheque: 
SUBSCRIBE NOW! my subscription from a oe CAS Re tors. 

issue No. 1 (May/June) Debitmy Access/Barclaycard (delete as necessary) 

CutoutandSENDTO: Subscription CT I 
SPECTRUM COMPUTING Rates Please use BLOCK CAPITALS and include postcodes 

ols enced) £17.94 for 6 issues UK NAME (Metts) 
Surrey, CR4A6AR £20.00 for 6 issues by ge 

overseas surface mail 

£24.00 for 6 issues by «+s: POSTCODE. 
overseas mail 

(tick D as appropriate) 



ATARI PROGRAM 

The basic structure of my Light 
Cycle game comes from a fairly 
well established concept — two 
objects leave trails behind them 
and they have to avoid colliding 
with each other or the trails. 

Many verions are for two 
players — this being easier to 
program — but some do allow 
for a computer player. 

There are two main 
problems with a computer bike 

First, if you write the game 
in BASIC it is likely to run very 
slowly as all the computer's 
decision-making takes up time 

Secondly, the screen is a 
very limited area in which to 
play, so a human player has a 

How it works 

initialisation of 
code, redefinition of 

240-350 front page and difficylty 
level handling 
300-420 entry to and exit from the 

main game, with “i ‘game, 
430-450 disable BREA 

routine 
460-470 machine code routine to 

relocate character set 
480-490 new characters 
500-760 rnin gamemachinetode 

jaa 

[a0 REN axaReKOOe 

116 REM * 

128 REM * Ll 

130 REM * BY 
LGHT-CYCLES 

15) 
ot 

PERRI 
* 

M.FREEBURY * 

Bike your way around 

Your computer has a better 
chance of beating you, thanks 
to the way Marc Freebury has 
coded his Light Cycle game for 

the 32K Atari 

far better idea of what is going 
on than even the best computer 
algorithm, 

To solve the first problem, 
I wrote the entire main game in 
assembler and then placed it in 
data statements in a BASIC 
program: 

This allows the simpler 
pieces of code which are not 
time-critical — like the front 
page to be handled 
efficiently 

The second program 
needed thought. In the end 1 
decided to use the screen as a 
window into a much larger 
playing area, thus negating 
some of the human advantage. 

The playing area I settled 
on is the size of nine screens (see 

diagram) and takes more than 
15K of memory. For this reason 
you will need a 32K machine to 
run this game — sorry. 

* 

THRSC 125 92 

2 

“Light cycle* 

Ve Ef 
430: SETCOLOR 2.6+ 

ALL INVERSE. INE ECTIVE IS TO AVOI 

eyarts «TRAILS E 

PUSITION 18-65%? > 

ITION 21 
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The character set is also 
slightly redefined 

My. different approach 
caused problems. The computer 
cycle is very often out of sight 
and collisions with a trail that 
wasn't there a second ago are 
common. Play testers found 
this a challenge. 
Second, the computer cycle 

can box itself in off-screen, thus 
ending the game unexpectedly 
This is annoying, but you do get 
used to it 

There are more than 700 
DATA points in this game so 
there is a very high chance of 
typing them in wrongly 

So a checksum variable is 
provided. If CHK does not 
equal 61237, the main game has 
not been typed in correctly. 
SAVE it before running, 

Variables 

DIFF difticul 
cuts 
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ATARI PROGRAM 

PEEKS 711 +1 XC PEEK( 711 <255 93 POKE SEr1 F501 2160000177 8-201 752240752109") 

{41,116 
14 14528-32216] 2542322217 

502 ORTA SSet098 622,208,205 
190-208 
£96 2173+ | 

670 para. 35,201 2020025 /(8 244 hanes i68" 

53279): POKE 77.8 
a OEM OIFF=<DIFF #1 xCDIFF<S 14 

Le STRIGCG> THEN 3. 
HI GOSUB 430:SETCOLOR 2,6,0: 

eae 
»218153-722188-3 

Se va o-aTBcaeSG o
te ge Ie8, 16.2 

jaan Pow 118-55 133-9217 
690 DATA 176249, 16821735) Be r21s,536ree) 

1104 282 208 2219-16 

a Bo at S01 73> 18, 

WND [,80,0:NEXT 1 
H=PEEK( 14196 >: ME=ME+¢ H=1 OU=YOU+C 

> 
pe GOTO 198 

F PEEK( 1637127 THEN POKE 16,PEEK( 16 
Seat POKE 53?°74,PEEKC 16) 
440 POKE 752.1:7 " " 
450 RETURN 
466_O8TA Oo Ra DRE oe EEE oat! 
#1332206 -16441332205+1 68,6 
478 0aT8 177-203, 149205. 136208,249-230 

206 » 202 »268.246,96 
488 DATA. Cr EIT EGS MCT) 

a 165, 1-141> 
Brg h BA NOs O83. 

1161692128141 48 

Temnaiaane 76.16
9, 128, 141 

3208 053-169-7 2141 113+ 

Fe 183) a ainiiess- GGa
e211 0141114459 

Reet 
4422169814 2p 1692280141. 924422; 16928214 

vse og 198: Bai Tis.55. 169-186.
 141- 

Se ara 4) 
7126-16926 

750 DATA 1443: 7 169265 og) 2 ee 

4714126.6,32 

$20 DATA 3-0-0 

7255-18960, 
135,213, 135,60-183 

OBTA 169-¥2141 20:6, 189,640141 1.5716 
aT ses tescaseial sebecéetes.6 
310 OTA’ 133.06 LP3elebel33ele173eos60133 
74 017323267153+97 169200141 64.67 160,08 
328 OATH 17700214544-200, 192 40,208,247. 
83-0424, 1097168, 135000148 42729801 18504 

$30 DATA 40,133,4,144,2,230,5.23824 6.1 
24260201 124220622132960173 202601332001 

548 DATA 1,6-133-1,169-1 
Ag) pore) es Gz eazy sce 

5 8 DATA 268,2,238,-1,-238,118,55, 
2201 68,208 34238-111+55, 193971 

+7 22085222 
34 _DATA_17. 1482952201 Le 2 288 ». 
8 Et 3328217321262 133 173i 169.8. 

13.14 
"ace =i

 

Shs) 

ZX81 16K 
BIO-RHYTHMS: 
Plot your rhythms on a month by month basis, if 
you have a printer you can have a hard copy. Com: 
plete with explanations . 5.95 

para 62169-5-145,6,208. pate e* 
Ke }232145,6,288,192,139,208,249,169,5, 
145,8,200 

PAR see suena Bea settee 
et eae 43065085001. 76042~ SPELLING TUTOR: 

An educational game for those that need help with 
their spelling. Over ninety per cent successful. Ful- 

ew Be 208, 982 142165. che tebe et ee} ly programmable dictionary ..............+ £5.! 

3 TA +281 4255208, +28 242+ LYNX 48K 8, cB.8 308 773129836-1888. 201 .0:006-1222 | | TREASURE ISLAND: 
Find the hidden treasure before the monkeys steal 
it. On the way mind the giant birds, man-eating 
reptiles and dangerous swamps. Allon graphics 
with just enough text to keep you sane 95 
All available immediately from Bamby Software, 
Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. Includes 
our no quibble guarantee. Access orders welcome 
by mail or telephone: 085982 313. Dealer Enquires 
Welcome and 48 hour delivery. 

Roe DATA 76.42.54 217301 2762: 
2 1644964173,114455,133.6, TiS 

3,1,168,8 
@ DATA 169.6.145.0, 28, Be 

ag Base caters 212842232, 2 al 
6! 

648 OATA 4.141,8,6,165.1,141,1,6,173.6.6 
£33 PobsiseslalelidesesisselseciOses cial 
658 DATA 115,55,173,114-55,133,6-173-115 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Time for a Spectrum 

games inspection 

This weeks’s line-up is a mixture 
of old and new themes. Our 

review-panel has assembled to 

The Black 
Hole £5.50 

Quest, 119 The Promenade, 
Cheltenham, Gloucs 

The game itself couldn’t possibly 
live up to its superlative-laden 
advertising (Simply the Best: A 
New Dimension etc etc). It is 
pretty good, though, with 
excellent graphics.” The 
“incredible ... sound effects" 
are fair but unimpressive, the 
**100% machine code” is’ very 
fast, and the control keys are 
responsive if somewhat 
unorthodox 

In the centre of the sereen is 
the Black Hole, from which alien 
spacecraft emerge in three 
directions. You have three 
weapons to destroy them with. 

Your spaceship is confined 
to the left half of the screen, 
where you are in danger of 
colliding with indestructible 
‘objects in constant motion up 
and down. 

The gay ¢ is difficult and 
takes practice — happily Quest 
have included a practice mode: 
But to egg you on is the thought 
that your high score might get to 
win a T-shirt, or even to compete 
in a championship at the end of 
the year 

RE. 

instructions 70% 
playability 68% 
graphics 73% 
value for money 80% 

a a et 

give its verdicts, so if you're 
sitting comfortably... 

Spectrum 
safari 48K 

£5.00 
A J Rushton, 194 Shay Lane, 
Walton, Wakefield, W Yorks 
WF2 GNN 

The theme of escaping from an 
island links together nine mini 
games within this program. The 
whole thing is a hybrid of adven- 
ture and arcade games — but 
hardened adventurers will find 
the random factor too high and 
lack of purely logical processes 
frustrating, while arcade addicts 
will find the reaction games too 
easy. 

But I applaud the concept, 
and feel that the game has alot to 

offer younger users or those who 
just want something a bit dif 
ferent. Moreover the graphics are 
good, colour is used effectively, 
and the tunes are cleverly 
selected. 

You can choose three levels 
of play, and there’s a practice 
mode for any of the nine sub- 
games. These vary froma version 
of Simon to a simple version of 
Asteroids called Leaping Lemm- 

, and a nice touch of humour 
runs throughout RE 

instructions 80% 
playability 68% 
graphics 22% 
value for money 75% 

Galakzions 
£5.95 

Mikro-gen, 24 Agar Crescent, 
Bracknell, Berks 

You can tell you're tangling w 
Galakzions rather than Space 
vaders because the hostile aliens 
move more unpredictably —and 
you have no. bases to cower 
behind. The aliens at each end of 
the advancing horde tend to peel 
off and dive down towards you 
When they do, all you can do is 
keep out of their way. You can't 
really win this kind of game —it’s 
more a matter of how long you 

stay alive 
Mikro-gen’s version has 

simple, effective graphics. 1 par- 
ticularly like the continuously 
scrolling stars in the background 

It’s a game for one or two 
players, using either keyb 
joysticks, both of which give you 
easy control over your ship. 
There's a high score option, and 
you can choose your playing 
speed 

For all that this is a neat in 
terpretation and will probably get 
a fair amount of play, though, T 
feel that software companies 

0 be thinking in terms of 
more elaborate plot and presen 
tation. 

dor 

instructions 
playability 
graphics 
value for money 

24 Agar Crescent, 
Bracknell, Berks 

Moving around a strange land. 
scape of floors connected by dif- 
ferent lengths of ladders are your 
alien adversaries, cunningly 
disguised as vicious Granny 
Smiths. To dispose of these rot- 
ten apples you must first dig a 
hole for them to fall into, and 
then quickly batter them to 
death. 

If they climb out before you 
get to them, they change colour, 
and you then have to arrange for 
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them to fall through two or more 
holes before they die. 

As you progress from level 
to level their numbers increase, 
and some really tough characters 
join the fray too. 

This is a competent, colour. 
ful variation on an unoriginal 
theme. Hardly a game for the 
pacifists among us, but jolly good 
fun all the same. 1'll still enjoy 
playing it a year from now 

PR. 

instructions 80% 
playability 85% 
graphics 70% 
value for money 65% 

xk KKK 
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ae 

SOFT 
WARE 

DRAGON 
ALIEN ODDESSY (PARTS 1 & 2) £9.95 
The first two parts of a gigantic six part 
adventure game set on an alien world. 

SCANNER 13 £8.45 
Destroy the drones and their master, but you'll 
need to think, No ordinary invader this! 
BOPSWIZZLE £5.95 
A Splendiferous Fun Game. Find the treasure 
but avoid the Smoochers, Yerkles and 
Wiggles. 

All 

DRAGON 
Hamby ~: ae “ yor TI-99/4A 

SPECTRUM 48 
For the TI-99/44 
ALONE AT SEA £6.50 
Try and escape the sinking ship, but don’t 
forget your supplies which are hidden 
somewhere. 
K-64 £6.50 
A Mind-Bender. Cover the squares once only 
using the knight and its’ valid moves. Easy?! 

For the Spectrum 48 
MYSTERY MANOR £6.50 
Find the murderer before he (or she) finds you 
and your career as Detective Solvitt. 

MASTER CODE £6.50 
Based on the famous game. Try your skill 
against the computer. You can beatit........ 

lable immediately from Bamby Software, Leverburgh, Isle of Harris PA83 3TX. 
Includes our no quibble guarantee. Access orders welcome by mail or telephone: 085982 313. 
Dealer Enquires Welcome and 48 hour delivery. 

Mr. Chip 
SOFTWARE 

VIC 20 GAMES AND UTILITIES 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
You are in a mini tall the yellow bombs befoce the tte ru 

i 

MINL-ROULETTE — PONTOON 
Three great eames of chance for t o 
fun, full colour, sound effects and tu £5.50 
DATABASE — create your own files and records on tape 27.50 
HANK MANAGER — Comp: our bank account £5.00 
SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any memory size, but 
needs 3K expansion 7.50 
M/C SOFT — Machine code Monitor and Disassembler, any memory si 

2.50 
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COMMODORE 64 GAMES AND UTILITIES 
LUNAR RESCUE — Our own version of that popular a 
PONTOON — ROULETTE — ACE'S HIGH 
More powerful versions, that make three great games of cl 

MVC SOFT 64 — Assembler and Disassemble, with decimal 0 hen 
Converter, everything ou for the VIC will do and more 
BANK MANAGER 64 — As our Super Bank Manager, but for the 64 

Full documentation with all uiity programs 
(ther sofware available forthe VIC a 

30 cach or buy two of more at £7.00 
Send Cheques/PO's to: MR. CHIP. 

SOFTWARE 

Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, 
GWYNEDD, LL30 3BL. Tel: 0492 49747 

WANTED: HOT SHOT SOFTWARE WRITER'S. PHONE AND ASK US, 
‘ABOUT OUR FAIR DEAL POLICY AND TOP ROVALITIES, 

DEALER ENQUIRES WELCOME 



SHARP M2Z-80A PROGRAM 

Trapped... 
and only 

your 
reflexes can 

stive you 

Use your laser bolts to fight 
your way to safety in Archie 
Glendinning’s game for the 
Sharp MZ-80A. He’s made © 

full use of his micro’s 
screen features 

Your spaceship is trapped in a 
narrow corridor and to survive 
you must avoid the sides and 
use your laser cannons to good 
effect 

There are comprehensive 
rules in the program listing, but 
here is a brief resumé 

Your ship, symbol Y, is 
launched into the corridor after 
a warning count of 40. This 
warning is actually setting up 
the course. 

As you start to move off 
crash ships’” will start moving 

inwards from both sides of the 
corridor. You can shoot 
these... but they'll reappear. 

You can also shoot the 
stars and these vanish for good 

1 REM 444% MADE 5/2/85 +#kHRK 
2 REM X44 + ATTEN 4 4 4 
3 OREM #4 x4e BY peetres 
4 REM ##4** A. GLENDINNING £&KEKE 
S REM 00+ + eI CCC 
6 REM 100+ E OUNCH BS CO 
7 REM 
8 REM 
9 REM 
15 
790 
71 
72 IFRS="Y"THENAO 
73 GOTO71 

SUEBOO 
-12P12=P12+10 

You have only seven laser 
bolts, y 
must keep one to shoot a hole 
through the finishing line. 

Next you move into a 
slightly narrower corridor and 
his will continue until you have 
finished on a width of eight 
character 

The program, which oc- 
cupies just over SK of RAM 
makes use of the Sharp MZ! 
80A’s memory mapped screen. 

Unlike any other computer 
I know, it has what is called a 
roller-coaster screen which 
means you can roll it up and 
down to your heart's content 

Therefore, instead of only 
one screen of memory — from 
$3248 10 $4247 — you also have 
from $4248 to $5247. 

IFY<BTHENGOTO4S0 
98 TIM. IMN (30) = FORHH=1TOS0:N¢HH) 2 
99 GOSUB1SO:REMX* LINES 100-SET SCREEN 
100 A=INT(Z-(¥/2)) 
102 NT (RND (1) #4) ¢ IFITSOTHEN1O2 
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So what I did in my pro- 
gram was to use this super 
sereen to set up the game before 
it starts, thereby saving time on 
working and increasing the 
speed. The sereen working is 
done from line 97 to 199. 

The main chunk of the 
game is from line 200 to 299, 

The POKE codes are as 
follows: 25 isa Y, 107 is a star, 
231 isa ship going right, 232s a 
ship going left, 67 is a single 
solid block, 0 is obviously a 
space, 46 is d to 

The lines that_ contain 
music are 113, 114, $07 and 601. 

As the corridor becomes 
narrower the game slows down 
slightly (variable P12) to make 
it easier 
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IFA+L=>55207THENGOTO170 
A=A+L? POKEA, 57! POKEA+Y, &7 
PRINT" EITIME BEFORE LAUNCH: — 
PRINT" GRWIDTH? ~"3 ¥t IFTIM=OTHENMUSIC 
W2=W2+40: IF (TI ) THENMUSIC"+61" 
G=INT‘RND (1) * FGG=1THEN130 
GOTO140 
H=INT(RND (4) 43 THEN 18. 
IFH=1THENPOKEA+1, 231:N(S) =At1 
IFH=2THENPOKEA+Y—1, 2322N(S)=A+Y 
S=S+1:GOTO149 
F=INT (RND (1) #¥-1) : IFF=OTHENISO 
FeF+AatL 
POKEF, 107 
IF (PEEK (F) 
IF (PEEK (F) 
IF (PEEK (F} 
IFG=1THEN118 
GoTO102 
REMK* Z=ME START GAME AT 200 
2=53249+260: W 
[Ci 1) HAA PT 
PRINT" 
POKEZ, 25? RETURN 
REM** PRINT FINISH 
FORWW=S5S208TO5520B+39: POKEWM, 68! NEXT 
POKEA+42s St POKEAt4S, 92 POKEAtA4, 14: POKEA+4S, 9 POKEAt44, 19: POKEAtS7, 8 
=40 
REM** GAME START 

31) THENPOKEF , 231 
32) THENPOKEF 5 232 
7) THENPOKEF 67 

1" THENG: 
"THENO: 

X" THENGOSUBSOO 
IF (PEEK (Z+@) < >0) THENS00 
Z=7+O:POKEZ, 25! POKEZ-O, 0: 
IF 2<S4507THENPRINTCHR$ (4) 
IF2Z°53748+1 459THEN400. 
IF Z=>N{LK) THENLK=LK+1 
IF (PEEK (N(LK) ) =231) ¥ (PEEK (N(LK) ) +1667) THEN2 
IF (PEEK (N(LK) )=232) * (PEEK (N(LK) )-1¢>47) THEN23: 
N(LK)=N(LK) +1! POKEN (LK), 231!POKEN(LK)—-1,0:G0TO245, 
N{LK) =N(LK)—12POKEN (LK) 232! POKEN(LK) +1,0 
REM** PICK RANDOM ONE TO MOVE 
IF (LK<2) +(LK>=S) THEN299 
MM=INT CRND (1) #5) +LK-1 
JK=PEEK (N(MM) ) ? IFJK=231THEN253, 
IFJK=232THEN2S5 
GOT0299 
CMM) =N (MM) +12 POKEN (MM) , 234? POKEN (MM) ~1,02 GDTO299 
N<MM) =N¢MM)—12POKEN (MM) . 232: POKEN(MM) +140 
REM 
FORPP=1TOP12:NEXT?G0 
REM** LAUNCH FINISHED-WITHOUT LOSS 
PRINT" GRWELL DONE 
PRINT"MYQU NOW GO ONTO A SMALLER WIDTH 
PRINT'MYOU HAVE “$SHIP$" SHIPS LEFT" 
PRINT" @&8Bpress space to continue 
GETR$: IFR$="_“THENGOTO?7 
GoTo4azs 
REM** TOTAL SUCCESS 
PRINT"@YES - YOU DID IT ! 1!!! 
PRINT"MYOU HAD ";SHIP3" SHIPS LEFT 
PRINT"MRRRMDO YOU WANT ANOTHER GAME ? 
GETR$: IFR$="Y"THENRUN 

ZN) 
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"NN" THENEND 
459 GOTO4S7 
500 REM** ME FIRE 
S02 IFLASER<1THENRETURN 

TOSOSTEPS: POKE4514.F1?USR (68) !NEX 
+40TOJ+200STEP40 

IFPEEK (CC+40) =67 THENRETURN 
POKECC, 46: POKECC-40,0 
NEXT! POKECC-40,0 
USR (71) !LASER=LASER: 
REM&* CRASH! POKEZ+Q, 25: PRINT" 
FORT 1=1T070: 12=INT(RND (1) *255)  POKE4S14, 12: USRi48) 
XISX1+1 

FUSR(71) 

TURN 

IFX1<25THENPRINTTAB (X1) 3 "BOOM" 
604 AL=INT(RND(1) *79) :AZ=INT(RND (1) *49) ¢SETAL, AZ: 
605 SHIP=SHIP-1: x 
606 IFSHIP<1THENGSO 
610 PRINT"®YOU"VE LOST A SHIP |! 
$13 PRINT"MYou have "3SHIP$" ships left . 
615 PRINT" RERSRMPress the space bar for next launch. 
614 GETR#: IFRS=" “THENIG 
617 GOTO616 

EXTI12USR(71) 

650 REM** END OF GAME 
652 PRINT"@END OF GAME 
654 PRINT"MYOU?RE LAST ATTEMPT WAS ON A WIDTH OF";Y 
656 PRINT" QRSRBRBANOTHER GAME (Y/N) 
657 GETR$: IFR$="N"THENCLR? END 

IFR$="¥"THENRUN 
GOTO6S7 
REMK# RULES 

PRINT" LAUNCH 
PRINT"MEYou have the task of flying thruogh a B test launcher. 
PRINT"MMThe keys are ?-ME1 move left": PRINTTAB(16) 3 "REIS move right PRINTTAB(15) 3 "MEX to fire 
PRINT"MVYou only have 7 laser-bolts to fire on Be. 
PRINT"MYOUR SHIP — Y 
PRINT’EDGE OF TEST AREA - 
PRINT"CRASH SHIPS — OKES4042, 
PRINT"ASTEROIDS — ":POKES4100. 107 
PRINT"Mpress the space bar to cont. 
GETWS! IFWS=" "THENBES 
Gotas72 

launch . 

POKES4064, 232 

PRINT" You will have a count of 40 in which 
PRINT" It is advisable for you to have your 
PRINT"hands on the correct keys. & 
PRINT" Upon the game starting you will move 
FRINT"down the screen fairly fast. 
PRINT"& The crash ships will move out towards you.You must avoid these. 
PRINT"§ You can shoot the asteroids but the crash ships may continue"; 
PRINT" across the screen. 
PRINT"B Eventually the screen will stop moving and you will see a row of"3 
PRINT" diamonds (@) and the word FINISH it is vital you have "3 
PRINT"one laser bolt left to fire throughany part of this word. 
PRINT" MM PRESS THE SPACE BAR TO CONTINUE Mil 
GETR$:IFRS=""THEN?11 
GOTO907 

PRINT"to ready yourself. — 

PRINT" GR So count you're laser bolts carefully you only have 7. 
f AS you complete each launch the width will become smaller. 

PRINT" @§GO0D LUCK AND HAPPY FLYING !!!! 
916 PRINT" SRERBBBpress the space bar toa continue 
917 GETR$: IFR: THENRETURN 
918 GOTOI17 
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Spectrum 
for 48k Substrike 

MULTE COLOUR CHARACTER GENERN This program allows the wer to generate 3 
‘may be developed f H cs and [Ke for educational purposes. The aed program shows how to move the charac stnootny about the sf Own prea NY ak 0 

Chargen & 
Demo 

The program satires: Nfl 

BIRECTION INDICATOR SPEED, SURFACE & DIVE DICATOR, AIR SEA RAID WARN. ING INDICATORS, Cru dseans in teach of enemy at a inboard compute Sivises you of ininen dangers ‘oie and 
TIONAL radar ND. GREAT Cc and wracking the IN 

Rainbow Research 

DONTMISSTHIS 
INCREDIBLE OFFER! 

YES, 50 GAMES! 0" 
the following: FOR YOUR MICRO ove 

sincisir- 

SPECTRUM 
ZXB1 LYNX 

DRAGON 

ATARI Vie 

"SUPPLY CASSETTE 80 FOR, 
Tenclose cheque/P.0. 
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288 High Street, Ponders End, Enfield, Middlesex, EN3 HF, England 

NEW RELEASE 
‘JAWS REVENGE’ 48K 

SPECTRUM Disappointed with 
his box office returns JAWS 
brings his GORY HABITS to 
the SPECTRUM in his very own ARCADE GAME, JAWS cats his way through @ mixed diet of DIVERS, BOATMAN, 

JELLYFISH, SWIMMERS and FISH. You control JAWS in this FAST MOVING tral of ‘carnage. Avoid DEPTH 
CHARGES, EXPLODING 
JELLYFISH, HARPOONS, 

ARMED SCUBA DIVERS and BASE INVADERS EAT everything you con, 5 S.USER “DIFFICULT TO LIVES. SCRAMBLE type SEA BEAT ONE OF THE MOST BED, current ond HIGH ADDICTIVE”. 16848K 
SCORE, DEMO SCREEN, SPECTRUM VERSION OF BONUS LIVES, FASTER SPACE INVADERS, GAME FOR 10.000 POINTS, CURRENTLY THe FASTEST RECK HAVOC ONTHE” FOR THE SPECTRUM, SHIELD HUMAN RACE. “THE BEST AVAILABLE if you can’t 

GAME YET ANIMAL RIGHTS HANDLE THE ACTION, ORGANISATION” 5 648K £4.50, SPECTRUM £5.95 ONLY POST FREE 
YAHTZI 

48K SPECTRUM. All 
ELECTRIC VERSION of the 

classic dice game of 
STRATEGY. More CHUNKY 

graphics from GARRY a GR cenREBY Ne eruronrecuire 

oh, SPECTRUM acts as 
RE SHEET and UMPIRE, 

DICE THROWER, Update your 
games cupboard for just 

Tacws 5.50. 48K only 
WORK FORCE, 140 WILSDEN AVE, LUTON, BEDS 

TOP QUALITY FOR ANS 

MACHINE-CODE ‘oom BRC 
ihe a MICRO 

FROGGER (32K) £7.95 Cossetto/£11.95 Disc Not ust another version of thts the propor high-qualty version thal soon” waiting foc Graphically Briar. wit gap rue coals es. ond frogs that ex te eg ws Hey mp slong Tnereasing diel responsive contro. sound stats fhos and bonus fogs 
ROAD RUNNER (22K) £7.98 Cassette/£11.95 Diso ‘The only Ait feature. machine-code version of the arcade game avatabe fo" ti 
BBC mix. Features include. exohing soron, radar dapey.crecspontags, vl 
‘gauge, smoke screens, 6 silleves, ratings. ncteasing Maly and sound tects 
GALAXIANS (32%) Fast acton versor of te popular arcade gare. 
‘Grratons) swoop Sov eccly of neous fankings bonus taser tases, ne‘oasiy) CACUN. supe graph 
CENTIPEDE (326) canoe, SoMa Ircredbie arcade type gare teeturing mushrooms, fhe. ea Certipedes of course, Exit graphics and sound 6 sil ives,hSooe Somces and ncreasn GMmany as the sors becr nee Ca and hs rotmcers noua 
FAUIT MACHINE (32x) £7.95 Cassetto/£ 11.95 Disc Frou th ba ft actin pretation on ha Ts on as uD, NUDGE GANELE moving rem Tassos hat and eu oats 
idipiewoming ines Thee THE for mache popam buy 
‘ALIEN OROPOUT (32K) £7.95 Carsatte/£11.95 Dae ced upon fe wee arn of ZYGON, but cu verse rproves on ho oegral icace Gone font: You nave to thou he slars ot of Rar “bows boSee bo Teones "Fup. Once th ake hy down roles. exploding ty ht gourd. Stabe tore wih vajtoard Oye INVADERS (32K) £795 Cansotte/£11.95 Disc Suber worse ol tho ot ssc arcade gare ncn a tow otras #8 marching visors Gop bombs that sae your coencas. an? Hypee of cpacaahiy Ty ove ‘eieasn large Somos fat pencfie tweugn You deletes. Hace, ereas) cuny eapety sound views and rapes Srace rien fan) eran Staal 95 Die icade-sne gure based upon letices om DEFENDER and SCRAMALE. § pes ofeach ys ancy eo yn Sear aock es ump. aise repesing sor Sawn, erst Combs, fracas ranking, 8 3h ievek, bone 
* WE PAY 25% ROYALTIES FOR HIGH QUALITY PROGRAMS + 

SUPERIOR SOFTWARE 
Dept. HCW4, 
69 Leeds Road, 
Bramhope, Leeds. 
Tel: 0532 842714 



Here’s a useful tip for all Ti- 
99/44 owners. In Tl BASIC, 
four rows of characters are allow- 
ed for each program line. 

You'll often find that this 
isn’t enough, especially when us- 

ig the PRINT stat It’s 
very frustrating to type 
only to find you have run out of 
space with just one or two 
characters to go. 

Try my solution to your 
space problems. If you enter the 
unfinished line and then edit it, 
you'll find you can add an exira 
row and a half of characters on to 
the end of the program line. 

A. Platt 

Steady that 
tremble 
Oric-1 

Oric users who have a problem 
with screen tremble may find that 
entering the following statement 
either directly or within a pro: 
gram improves matters 
PRINT CHRS(27);"X"* 

James Weaver 

Defining 
characters 
Spectrum 

Most home computers have a set 
number of characters that can be 
defined by the user 

This is usually done by draw- 
ing the character on an eight by 
eight grid, Each ‘on’ pixel is 
then represented by a one, and 
each “off” pixel by a zero, Each 
row of the grid is then represented 
bya single binary number, so that 
eight binary numbers define the 
whole grid. 

‘On the Spectrum these binary 
numbers are entered using the 
BIN command, avery untidy and. 
tedious method, Other machines 
simply require the decimal value 

This routine allows each row 
to be entered in binary, and out- 
puts the equivalent’ decimal 
value. It could be altered to draw 
the graphic character as the 
numbers are entered, and to 
POKE the values directly in, 
1000REM BINARY TO 

DECIMAL CONVERTER 
1O10INPUT “INPUT BINARY 

NUMBER”; BS 
10201F LEN BS 8 THEN GOTO 

1010 

Pful 
hints for 

your micro 

Take a tip from us, and make 
programming your micro 

easier. Why not share your 
tips, too? Just send them to 

the address on page 3 

10301F BS =“‘0"" THEN STOP 
IQ$0LET Z=0; LETD=0 
1050FOR C=LEN BS TO 1 

STEP -1 
10601F BS(C)="'1" THEN LET 

D=D+() 
1O10LET Z=Z+1 : NEXT 
1O7SNEXT € 
1080PRINT “BINARY” 

“DECIMAL";D 
1090GOTO 1010 

Variables used 

B 

BS — Binary number entered as a 
string 

Z — count of value of each 
heading (2%) 

D — decimal value of binary 
number 

C — Loop Starting at end of 
str ing (2)andendingatstartof 

string (2). 

Robert Walker 

Tid pdt htt 

2x81 

This short program will 
renumber untidy listings. To use 
it, justadd iton to the end of your 
program, and enter as a direc 
command GOTO 9000. 

The program will print tothe 
screen the new line numbers as it 
develops them. When the fine 
number on the screen equals the 
number of program lines, press 
BREAK and delete the listing 
This leaves your program intact 
with line numbers in multiples of 
10. 

If you have machine code 
stored in a REM line, then the 
Value of Y in line 20 will have to be 
adjusted accordingly. To do this, 
just add the number of bytes in 
the REM plus 4 to Y. 

9000 LETX = 0 
9010 POKE 16510,X 
9020 LET Y = 16511 
9030 IF PEEK Y = 118 

THEN GOSUB 9060 
9040 LETY = Y+1 
9050 GOTO 9030 
9060 LETX =X +10 
9070 PRINT.X 
9080 POKEY +2,X 
9090 RETURN 

D.S. Holden 

Ex-static 
Any micro 

Trouble loading or saving pro: 
grams is ofien put down to incor 
rect volume setting or a fault on 
your tapes. Similarly, a sudden 
program crash or lock-up is often 
put down to a spike in the mains 
supply. In fact, the problem is 
often due to static electricity 

A human being can 
discharge an energy spark of up 
to 1SkV and sometimes even 
more, so it’s not surprising that 
many micro manufacturers are 
looking at ways of guarding 
against static 

But if your micro has not 
been built with anti-static protec 
tion, don’t despair. The follow 
ing measures will help matters a 
lot 

Try using your micro on a 
wooden topped table — never a 
metal or bonded table top. 

Keep your micro away from 
nylon, whether in the form of 
shirt sleeves, carpets ete. Nylon is 
a great storer of static. 

‘Dry aimospheres encourage 
static. Ifyou have flowers and pot 
plants itt the room where you use 
your micro —so much the better. 

Richard Smith 

Stop your 
stop key 
vic-20 

The usual way of disabling the 
VIC's stop key is to POKE a 
value of 194 into location 788, 
which points to the hardware in- 
terrupt vector. This method 
works perfectly on an unexpand. 
ed VIC 

But if you have a cartridge 
such as the Super Expander plug- 
ged in, then this POKE will hang 
the machine. 

My program gets around 
this problem by directing the stop 
key testing pointer to auserdefin: 
ed routine which will not test for 
this key. 

Once entered as part of your: 
program, the stop key is disabled 
and can be pressed like the func- 
tion keys, That is, it has a CHRS 
code (in this case it is 3), but no 
function. 

the routine which (ests 
for the stop key is now disabled, 
you cannot press Stop/Restore to 
reset the system. 
10 POKE 0,169: POKE 1,255 
POKE 2,96 
20 DATA 
41,3,96 
30FOR 1 =900 TO98: READ J: 
POKE I,J: NEXT 

169,0,141,40,3,141, 

40 SYS 900 
50 REM ****YOUR PRO- 
GRAM**** 

Kevin Irving 

Print out 
a TRACE 
Spectrum 

The Spectrum needs a TRACE 
command to print program line 
numbers, variables etc as each 
one is executed by the computer: 
This is a useful aid to debugging. 

My tip makes use of the 
printer to print out TRACE in 
formation — I find that printing 
the same information on screen 
leads to confusion 

By setting a “switch"’ at the 
start of the program, you can 
turn the TRACE on and off. 

The following listing shows 
the system applied to the program 
on p 38 of the Spectrum manual 

L. Y. Phillips 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Call your micro to account 
Personal 

Bank Account 
Management 
System 48K 
Spectrum 

£9.95 
Micromega, 230-236 Lavender 
Hill, London SW11 ILE 

Nicely packaged and presented, 
this product comes with an ex- 
cellent 17-page user’s guide which 
clearly explains how the system 
works. 

On loading the tape you find 
that the files already contain a fic~ 
titious account in the name of 
some chap called Clive Sinclair, 1 

can’t help feeling they missed a 
few zeros off the final balance. 
1's helpful to play with the exam 
ple entries to get a feel for the 
‘operation prior to entering your 
‘own data. 

The system holds 160 tran- 
sactions and up to 10 standing 
orders, and this, for me, would 

comfortably hold a complete an- 
nual bank statement. 

The operation is handled 
through a menu and is both sim: 
ple to use and virtually impossible 
tocrash, 

It also has facilities which 
allow searching the data files by 

Do you wonder where your 
money goes? These programs 
are intended to help you find 
out. Our review panel found 
some did the job better than 

others... 

cheque number, details, ete. and 
reconciling the computer entries 
with your actual bank statement 

The reconciliation feature 
reports any discrepancies bet 
ween the computer's vesion and 
the bank's version. If you've been 
accurate with your data entry, 
you might find a bank error in 
your favour which recoups the 
original price of the software. 

This software is profes- 
sionally written and bug free and 
will appeal to users wanting toap- 
ply their micros to doa real job of 
work MB. 

instructions 90% 
useability 90% 
features 90% 
value for money 90% 

kkk 

Mortgage & 
Loan 

Hilderbay, 8-10 Parkway, Lon- 
don NWI 7AA 

Mortgage is designed to calculate 
mortgage payments on loans 
from either banks or building 

ieties 
Having entered the mor- 

tgage you want and the interest 
rate, you then specify whether the 
mortgage is with a building socie- 

y Or not. If not, you enter the 
number of instalments per year. 

The program will also work 
out the minimum instalment to 
pay off the interest — the repay- 
ment period theoretically lasting 
for ever — which is information 
of dubious value for the average 
house buyer. 

The Table of Payments 
shows outstanding balance (not 
total paid to date, as quoted in the 
introduction), total interest to 
date, interest this instalment, and 

amount paid off the capital this 
instalment. 

Personally, 1 would rather 
not be told how much interest I 
m paying, and the outstanding 

balance shows me how much has 
been paid off the capital. Far 
more useful would be the amount 
of tax relief and net payment 

Loan is a variation on the 
same theme. From a list of 
parameters, amount of loan, in- 
stalment, number of instalments, 
and interest rate, the program will 
calculate any oneon receipt of the 
other three. If you query the 
meaning of a parameter, an ex- 
planation is given. 

Bug trapping is minimal in 
both programs, which don’t seem 
to match the high standard 
associated with this company. 

K.P. 
instructions 60% 
ease of use 80% 
display 30% 
value for money 30% 
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Home Budget 
48K Spectrum 

£5.75 
Flowchart 62, High Street, Irthl- 
ingborough, Northants NN9 
STN 

Home Budget enables you to set 
up a record of your estimated 
monthly expenses and income 
and work out your finances for 
the year ahead 

You are allowed up to ten 
iegories of expenditure, which 

will cover the main items but 

means that a degree of grouping 
is necessary in order to encom- 
pass all expenses, 

Having set up your forecast 
for the year, options include 
displays of monthly results, year 
end totals and histograms, and 
saving, verifying and loading 10 
and from tape (using a six-digit 
security code — which seems a bit 
like overkill for a personal bank- 
ing scheme.) 

Two very good points about 
this program are the facility to 
convert forecasts into actual ex- 
penditure, say at the end of each 
month, and see the ‘knock-on’ 
effects on the rest of the forecast, 
and the ability to ‘roll’ the 
forecast year forward at monthly 
or greater intervals, 

As personal banking 
systems go, this one is better than 
most. KP, 

instructions 85% 
ease of use 90% 
display 90% 
value for mone: 80% 

ee es 

Vu-Calc BBC 
(cass. and 
disc) £14.95 

Psion, 2 Huntsworth Mews, 
Gloucester Place, London NW1 
6DD 

Vu-cale is a powerful spreadsheet 
program for those who seriously 
want help in budgeting, either at 
home or ina small business 

It is complex to use, though 
Psion has tried hard to make the 
user guide easy for even a 
newcomer to spreadsheets to 
follow. And an example on side 
two of the tape gives you an in- 
sight into how to go about laying 
out a spreadsheet if you've never 
done it before — 1 found this a 
great help! 

The program can. be used 
from tape or transferred to disc, 
which I did without problems. A 
pity, though, that the, worked ex. 
ample can't be transferred to 
dise. JH. 

instructions 80% 
ease of use 45% 
display n/a 
value for money 70% 
kak kK 

Comp-U-Tax 
48K Spectrum 

£9.95 
Micromega, 230-236 Lavender 
Hill, London SW11 1LE 

This program rather reminds me 
of Christmas after shave; a small 
cassette and manual in an im- 
pressive box. Disappointment 
lurked within however. Not only 
did the glued cassette jam, but 
once freed, it failed to load first 
time. 

I read the manual only to 
find that there were a number of 
circumstances it wouldn’t deal 
with, advising the services of an 
accountant instead. I managed to 
load the program eventually and 
then crashed it quite by accident! 

After such a catalogue of 
misfortune, 1 don’t feel that I 
would trust it to caleulate my tax 
liability for 1982-83. (You need a 
new program every time the tax 

D.M. 

60% 
60% 

display n/a 
value for money 20% 



emen® 
ae ce, 

§ 

Hummer 
house of horror 

va) 

y 
RA aah me ne ‘5 rantastic collection of ers : > arcade thorough-breds sr newoMMeTS 

per hi-res graphics Tmakethispackavisual 
bonanza. This compendium *, 

where others finish. 

2 ZX Spectrum 48K 

Seon PLIES Its too late now to start fi 
} crying for help. You're on 

“5 your own, that is apart 
*, from the evil spectres that 

frequent the House of 
3 Horror. Is there escape? 

Orwill you be forever 
entombed in Hummer, 

2 house of horror! 

YALE ty 
AAAAMAAANAAAA 

APA 
The waiting’ 
here. A sensational collection 
of mind warping games, 
created to stretch the barrier 
of human endeavour. Do you 
dare to accept the challenge 
of Captain Lasersound and 
enter into the electronic 
wonderland, a world where 
only the ultimate warriors 
survive. = 

Was 

ANY 
WY. 

AVERY 

AA 

educational fun pa VUE NAS 
we by}. S Bailey 

Oric £5.00 Fun while learaing with 2 this dual program cassette Fullcolourand excellent © graphics combine ina © Shootthom-down concept, 2 Only the correc answer will bring success This 

ates 
S a 

aoe 

omputer assisted 
education, 
YI 

VATS. 
ZX Spectrum 16K 

S 48k £5.50 

turn chicken. 
WY 

ve 
horror!.... £7.00 

Lasersound GAMES PACK....£5.00 
for Fun/Maths Attack....£5.00 

EGG FARM....£5.50 
Learn to play GUITAR....£6.00 

Name ny step 
‘This program Address for aspiring 

jans. ARAVA VASA 
¢ 

Gapiuin Laserspund Copyright © 1965 Laversound Lid Captain Lasers crt iy Le © Row Brace ll aghis reserved The character of Captain Lasersound ently etiool. ¥ 
tal pers cing or dead Should be terre. Captin Lasersoura the ter ofS Lennon Li 



Kaltdale 
At Kiltdale we don't treat computer program duplication 
as a side line. We are the specialists. 

We developed specialist machinery and 
installed it in a clean air environment. Couple’ 
this with our tape, specially formulated for 

‘ous Quality control and our 
for C3} 

Soifyou 
looking for data casse! 
duplication, why don't 
you call us? 

If you see an advertisement in 
the press, in print, on posters 
or a cinema commercial which 
you find unacceptable, write to 
us at the address below. (TV 
and radio commercials are 
dealt with by the |.B.A.) 

The Advertising 
Standards Authority. 

ASA Ltd, Brook House, Torrington Place, London WCIE 7HN. 
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Tangerine created ORIC-11 

Tangerine Users Group 
creates the rest! 

ost advanced Users Group for your ORIC-1 
of ORIC-1 users are joining us! 

We are an independent International Users 
Group for progressive support of your ORIC-1 

Monthly Newsletters. 
Software ~ Hardware ~ Advice ~ Hints & Tips 

Beginners ~ News ~ Reviews ~ Members Discounts 
Start off with » users group that knows what people want 

Full System Support. 

TANGERINE USERS GROUP IS HERE T 
FOR DETAILS SENO SAE. (a4) ~ ¢ 

Tangerine Users Group Ltd 
1 Marlborough Drive,Worle, Avon. BS22 ODQ 

Tel [0934] 21315 

SAMPLE NEWSLETTER To 

Mempen srr 

EIFFEL 
i 

t Lowmoor Cottage 
Tonedale 

pales WELLINGTON 
c (Dept H6) Somerset TA21 0AL 

Trade and Export enquiries welcome. 

Sth DIMENSION SOFTWARE 
ORIGINAL PROGRAMS FOR FUN, EDU! 

& BUSINESS 

ZX81 1 
An 

Enquires/Cheques 
London, Di 

(037 988 640) 

Hampland Cottage 
lk 
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01-437 1002 Lineage: 

35p per word — Trade 
25p per word — Private 
Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 

Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

SS = 

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid 
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and 

Texas TI99/4A (single 
recorder) £4.95 

CLARES 
Townsfield Rd., Winsford, 
Cheshire CW74AX 

(060 65) 51374 

22, 

REACH THE RIGHT 
AUDIENCE AT THE 

RIGHT PRICE 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 
DUST COVERS available for any 
computer, printer, etc, BBC, TI, 
Epson, £3.95; Dragon, Atari, 
Vie20,” £2.98; Sharp MZ-80A-K, 
£4.98; For others please phone or 
write to Sherborne Designs, Victory 
House, 8A The Rank, North 
Bradley, Trowbridge, Wilts. Tel 
(02214 4425. Also made-to-measure 

Dealer enquiries welcome 
Access and Barclayeard 

‘2X81 High Res Graphies Unit 
£30 (excl. VAT) 

Tel: Wiliam Haynes 01-969 0819 
Tool for Living 

Notting Dake Technology Centre 
191 Freston Road, London W10 

mH 
choque/PO (add 15% VAT) 

plus 75p pap 

ORIC USER 
news views £10 for'a 

House, Wi oad, London 

Software exchange. Swap your used 
software, Free club membership, £1 
per swap, S.A.E. for details UK 
sec, (HCW) 15 Tunwell Greave, 
Sheffield SS 9GB. 
Require the use of a printer? Join 
our printer club, Membership is 
available for the ZX81/Spectrum 
and BBC microcomputers at £10 a 
year. Members special prices: Com: 
puter Listings 25p each: Graphic 
Printouts 20p each: Send Cheques 
and Enquires to: Loophole Soft- 
ware, Arkwright House, Alexandra 
Road, Llandrindod, Wells, Powys, 

CONSUMABLES 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 
until end of 
June 

STAR pp $10, 80 column, 
100eps printer £257 

OUTSTANDING VALUE 
Add 15% VAT, P&P £8 

sed Lowest Price in UK 
ROSCO LTD, Freepost, 

20 TBR 

Speed up the action with 

PICKARD JOYSTICK 
CONTROLLER 

[Allows use of any keys, not just 
cursors — no spe 

programming — does 
other add-ons — special price 

l the end of June 
£18.95 + £1.50 p&p 

Spectrum ZX81 compatible 
Suceess 5 . 154 High 

Street, Bloxwich, Walsall, West 
Mids WS3 357. 

Tel: (0922) 402403, 

MICRO 
COMPUTER 
COURSES 

at Durham University for young 
people and/or parents. Full Board 

‘accommodation, first class 

from 61h 10 
rast at £80-£100 per week 
ns half day excursions 

S.AE. for 
College of St. Hild and St 
Durham, DHI 1SZ. 0388 6 

EXT 21:3: 
Send your requirements to: 

Bridgette Sherliker 
ASP LTD. 
145 Charing Cross Road, 
London WC2H 0EE 

IPROGRAMMING IN) 
BASIC 1983 

Two excellent University 
taught programmes for: 

BBC 
MICRO 
USERS 

17-22nd July 

PET 
COMMODORE 

USERS 
24th-29th July 

Residential and non- 
residential 

From £85.00 
Details from the Bi 
Manager, University of 
Manchester Institute of 
Science & Technology, 

Sackville Street, 
Manchester M60 1QD. 
Courses suitable for 
teachers and school 

students. 
Local Autho: 
grants may appl 

Second hand home and business 
computers bought and sold. Apple 
equiptment always in stock and 
wanted. Bracknell (0344) 84423, 

From Sinclair to Sirius we stock 
them all. Hardware and software, 
write stating Micro for lists. 
Patons, 176 Todmorden Road, 
Burnley, Lancs BBI! 3EU 
VIC-20 software BASIC PTS/+2 
Super-Expander, etc. Ring: 
Chelmsford 81878 (evenings) for 
prices and State requirements. 
Atari VCS with joysticks, paddles, 

+ 3 cartridges (Missile 
id, Chess, Space Invaders), 

£80 0... Tel: Coleen Pimm on 
01-437 1002, between 9 and 5.30 or 
(0438 813310 evenings. 
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£62000 COLOUR GENIE 
‘GPIOOA printer and Saayo casi det. Alla ew and in Boxes £33 19 Chureh Road, Southend-On fai ess 

Acorn Atom floating point, word: 
pack ROMS selection board, power 
supply, toolbox ROM, 12K, 12K, 
£120. 01-788 2317 evenings. 
Sharp MZ80A with programme 
pack, 48K. Home or busines: 
built-in tape, £400. Tel: Lincoln 
(0822) 6910 
Newbrain model plus Kuma 
word processing tape, £170 
Telephone: Leeds 869178. 
Atari 400 48K mint condition, in 
cluding program recorder, manual, 
basic and joystick with 16 games, 
£300. Tel: 0732 863815 
Bargains! Atari 800 48K with Ba 
handbooks, joystick & 2 
£390. Spectrum 48K with 3 pr 
grams, £90, Intellivision with 3 
carts, £60 all new & boxed. Tel: Gr. 
Harwood 885113 anytime. 

BUY OR SELL 
HARDWARE 

THROUGH H.C.W 
H.WARE SECTION. IE 
YOU'VE ALREADY 
BOUGHT WHY NOT 
ADD-ON? MAKE SURE 
YOU APPEAR IN THE 

RIGHT SECTION. 
RING 01-437 1002 

EXT 213. 

To Hire a Computer from ZX! 
upwards, ring or write to: Business 

Computer 292 
Tel: 

and Services, 
NI IAB. Caledonian Rd, 

01-607 0157 

VIC-20 OWNERS GROUP 
mip newseter an ech S. Tomanck, 30 Milne Nevtingnam, An SAE 

ECLIPSE SOFTWARE —SntCTUMT LIBKAIOY etre 
te 

teeds, Yorkshire 
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VIC SOFTWARE 
LIBRARY 

Are you a VIC 20 owner! 
1 find out more about our wits 

VIC 20 software hire? Hire fees star 
at just £2.50 per week, and we off 
large selection of the b 

ailabie. 
Full details write or phone 

Peck and Poke Software Supplies 
id Stret, London NWI 

Telephone 01-380 1213/651-2861. 
We abso stock Atari 400/800 Software 

r Consult- 
ming con- 

Caledonian Compu 
ants provide proj 

Basic held regularly for beginners 
upwards. 292 Caledonian Road, 
London NI IBA, Tel, 01-607-0187 

THIS SPACE IS 
VACANT. 

REACH THE RIGHT 
UDIENCE AT THE 
RIGHT PRICE BY 
PLACING YOUR 

VACANCY IN THIS 
SECTION 

RING 01-437 1002 

SOFTWARE 

COMPUTER RATING 
METHODS 

COMPUTER 
TAPES 

ou OXCI0's at 
ES pp Sop. Full range in stock, send SAE for list 

We also offer a copying service to 
leustomers wishing to duplicate a 

ap S00 
ty olfered to| 

Heath Mic 
Oswestry. 

are, 4, Gateacre Ave, 
thee, (0691) 652625 

lank C1S Cawetie, Ames Su Tapes. Inching {bea} age Tet Chie PO 
FAIRMORN 

ci 

SPECTRUM * 
‘CLONE TAPE around CLONE wil COPY. bu HEADERLESS snd STANDARD TAPES. CLONE wil PROTECT INVESTMENT by cm 

COpieD and doxrigton of FILE TYP GIVEN. It soe want's COPY HOY the BEST TAPES op 

TAPES “CLONE” DOES NOT NEED T IKE RELOADED AFTER EACH SAV ies TAPES 

cLONE™ 
probably the bet BACK 

COPYRIGHT “i 

ATARI 400/800 “Supaklone’ 
risk losing you 
Supaklone 
cassettes (including bootable! 

5.95 (postfree). Supaklone, 21 
Trent Ave., Hunt 
9SE 

don’ 

ALL YOUR CASSETTE] 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C15 with ease, 40p 
‘ca Labels in Blue, White or Yellow, 20 

for ¥6p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20 for 60p, Library cases, 9p cach, 

of each vomplets order 
Stonehorn Lid, (HCW), 99 Mayfield 

opies most M/C-Basic 

York YO3 

SOFTWARE 
GAMES 

COMMODORE 64 GAMES: 

Sketch and Pain 
PRP SOp Cheques/PO'S or 
Regen 

Ascot Berkshire SL 
Tel: 0990-22707 

Trade Enquires Wek 

Superb new game for 
ectrum/CBM 64 
TRAX! 

machine cod 
available now 

£5.50 
Cheap at the price! 

Soft Jo's Business Centre 
Claughton Road, Birkenhead, 

Merseyside Lal 6EF 
Tel: 051-687 8616 

T199/4A Grand Prix for unexpand- 
ed machine, £3.95. Microsonic (4) 
85 Malmesbury Road, Cheaple, 
Hulme, Cheshire. 

‘Way, Barwell Lei ester LES SB 

VIC-20 to Tandy colour 
printer, int 
x 32 screen editor tape, £8, S,A.E 
for information: D. 
Longley Road, Harrow, Middx 

aphic 

007 SPY. 
any previously unstoppable Spec 
trum cassettes. On cassette £2.95. 
G.A. Bobker, 29, Chadderton 
Drive, Unsworth, Bury, Lanes. 

face program also, 26 

Riley, 97 

Lets you stop and copy 

BAMBY SOFTWARE] 
Me of Hams. PASY ITN] 

Tel, O8S 982 313 
INTRODUCE ORIGINAL GAMES| 

FOR DRAGON 32 
Golden Apples: Steal the apples, then athe warlock 894 

nctary Trader: Choose your cargo 
Mihendeliver 

Surprise: Spells, giam’s, a magic ting 
but not another ‘Lorde the Ring 

er tape, simple 
a include Postage & Packing 

Writetousat the above address, orring 
anytime between 9a.m. and 9p.m 
(Alternative ph ‘98 

MICRO-USER T-SHIRTS. 
EPSON SPECTRUM SIRIUS | 
SHARP SORD ZX81 ORIC | 

MICRO-FUN T-SHIRTS 

Avalobe in tite pao tive oF 
100% coston in smal, med, large & 

CLUB T-SHIRTS ALSO PRINTED. 

2X81 REPAIR SERVICE AT LAST NO NEED 10 WAIT 
FOR WEEKS 
faulty 2X81 for fas 

We will reliable repaie ZXBI KIT or READY BUILT L Only £18.98 fully guaranteed E178 
Please state the nature of pea 
Send cheque or postal order 10 NEXT COMPUTER SYSTEMS, $9 
HARVEST RD. (H.C.W) 

DRAGON 32 & 
TANDY COLOR 

F 
Over 850 people at recent exibition: have tried but unable to compicie his new challenging board earne We ace giving away Free to the first 10 people to complete correctly our Kaights program 

Adventure Gurmes all £10 

ROVING KNIGHT 
16K EXT BASIC 

State if Tandy of Dragon 

4 differe 

Flatbell Lid (HCW), 9 Franklin Road, Hadden! 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING 

ENGLEFIELD GREEN, SURREY TW200QR. 

rae) ing service, 
send S.A.E. for details: $6, Lincoln 
road, Poole, Dor: 

RING 01-437 1002 
EXT 213. TO APPEAR 

IN THE SERVICES 
SECTION. 
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TI99/4A Specialists software 
ies. Norih-Sea, Astro 

Fighter, Blast-t! Code-Break, 
Core’ 

All the abov 
for 2, £9. 
Programs (tape 

Sub 
id booklet) 

Help and advice serv 
full detai 

Dragon 32 Rally Racer the new and 
best game from Video Software, 

¢ £4.50 (inc p&p) send cheques 
to: Video Software, 22 Fairlawn, 
Swindon, Wilts. SN3. GET, 
England 

ASSASSIN SOFTWARE 

ORIC 1 
PROGRAMMERS 

Highest royalty paid for original 
programmes, To join our SPECIALIST team, send tape or 
al details of your programmes 

for our offer 
CIRO SOFT 

144 Hilingbury Ra., Chandlers Ford, 
Hanis S.O.5UNS. 

LANTERN SOFTWARE 

Tenterden TN OOD. 

TI 99/4A (16K) 
EXCLUSIVE OFFER TO NOW HEADERS FOR THNS WEEK ONLY 

NEWMARKET hon racing game fr 1 06 gamblers, STARSHIP =n advenire io th 

Sead cheque’ PO « 1 PROGRAMS 281 tert Road, JARKOW NES 

FREE FOR Bac 
1, STARSEARCH: 1000 sector p Tier, rule book, Zhia's ueen, 
ty bility rating & all the visu THEN features. Spock ads i aed. So 

prop n presided! (OOM: Tao, F keys} vi 

Stork up to Top Pio isa aK 
2. PELMANISM: match cards before she ‘computer can — 9 memory evel 
Useable on 9? + MINDMASTER work out the cofour & 

Oric-1 programs, Martian Rescue, 
Sub Hunt, Oric-Defender/Ferry 
£3,95 each. Space Trader £4.95. All 
four £14.50. Magnum, 
Software, 77 Hampton Road, Scar 
borough, N.Yorks 
Paul Gillett software games for the 
ZX81 (16K). Blockade Runner — 
addictive fast action M/C game 
Complete four game of 
strategy as reviewed in ZXC June/- 
July, £3.95 each to: 38 Cromwell 
Way, Kidlington, Oxford OXS 
2LL. 
Superb 
Bomber, 

aphics, 

Spectrum games, Sky 
Androids, excellent 
at sound effects, £3.50 

ine p&p. Cheques/PO to: tan Car 
roll, 1.C. Software, 4 Trentbrooke, 
Hartlepool TS25 SJN. Tel: 0429 
15676. 



SOFTWARE 
EDUCATIONAL 

Spectrum Maths, side 1, Area side SOFTWARE 
2, Pythagerors ages 7 to 13. Ex- /ANTE 
cellent graphics, C 
Ian Carroll, 1.C. Software, 4 Trent 
brook, Hartlepool TS25, SN. Tel: 
0429 75676, 

Ovalties or purchase outright. 
S.LP. Lid, 

1-13 Corsham Si 
U 

WANTED GAMES/SOFTWARE 
Weil established International 

Software fo 
Entertainment - Education 
‘We are looking for original 
‘games /programmes for: 

ic 20° SPECTRUM + ORIC 1+ BBC 

payable 1: 
Nilug, $3 Kingswood Ave, 

Sanderstead, South Croydon, Surrey 
ER? 900. id. Send programmes to Bor 

Asby, Working! 

E SHOPS & DEALERS 

COMPUTER SYSTEMS [—D.A. COMPUTERS LTD 
= (TORBAY) —y « 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 
GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR 

YOUR MONEY 

FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE 
RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING 
VIDEO 
RADIO 

ELECTRONICS 
Simply telephone 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
01-437 1002 

(We take Access and Barclaycard) 

fish St. Burnley. Tel, $4299, Open 6 
days. Specialists in 

omputer 
Canon /Transtec/ BBC/ Acorn. 

re, <) 
66, LIMESi RET | 

T Please inci 
Business Name 
Address: 

Tel. No. 
Open Hrs: 

Contact (Office Use O 

 Sianieneeienieniesiaaiaeie! 

Isle 

00 El |[Foreec SPECTRUM& 
4 g\2 a ALL LEADING MICRO’S 

| || STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 
| TEL: 0785 41899 
| 
| 

STOKE-ON-TRENT: 
MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 

TEL: 0782 268620 
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CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISEMENT — 

ORDER FORM 
STAR TREK 48K 

Rid the Galaxy of the 
Klingons, Protect your 
Bases from attack. ("Easy to 

Play. Difficult to beat 

16K Spectrum GOLF 
Hi-Res Full colour graphics. 
‘A game for 1 or 2 players 
All the features of 2 full size 

‘ourse. THE family game | 

Please place Home Computing Weekly for 
Please indicate number of insertions required. 

Private sales — 25p a word Trade — 35p a w 
CLASSIFIED DEPT... HOME € 
148 Charing Cross Ra. Londo 

Name 
Address 

Tel. No. (Day) 

The contents of thi publication, including all designs, plans, drawings a grams and all copyright and other intelletual therein belong 1. Argus Special 
ations Lid, AIT rights conferred by the La right and other in 

Property rights and by virtue of international copyright conventions are specifica fescr Argus Specialist Publications Ltd and any reproducti 
1983 Argus Specialist Publications Led ISSN 0264-490 

Tre OKBNEMRING TC Dou 

Het Sy ails SR. Hi 
A she: Pre 

Can you makea ~~ 
soft landing from a lunar orbit 
120 miles high? Constant onscreen 
monitoring, AGS and pilot (MGS) systems 
based on realtime algorithms, close landing on 
1O/R scan, great graphics with touchdown status ZX) 
printout... don’t run out of fuel or miss your _// 
safeland zone... full orbit schedule or touch. 
down practice from 200 feet. inclusive 
Available only from ORION £4.95 

}@/ am enclosing my (delete as necessary) cheque’ P. ‘Orc 
Intemational Money Order made payable to ORION SOFTWARE 

=> - ADORESS. 
BLOCK CAPITALS] 
Please 

‘orion Pippbeook mil -Lon Seatac surrey 
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(Reviewed Sinclair User 
Oct '82) 

————— 4 | 
ONLY £4.95 

‘Sinclair User Dec '82) 

GNASHER 16K 
THE ULTIMATE MAZE 

GAME. Ghosts, Energy Pills, 
Bonus Fruit, Sound, Colour 

much more. Starts easy, 

TG 
a2 

ONLY £4.95 
Send to: R & R SOFTWARE (SU) 48 HOUR DISPATCH $4, Bourton Row Overseas + 10% please GLOUCESTER GL4 OLE Large Dealer Tel: GLOS (0452) 502819 CW 

Specifications 
= 81 UDG's 
= Giant graphics. 

(the two shown are 
full size ona 1" vu) 

= Fast machine code 
Sound effects 
Full colou 
~6 Race cars 
=7 Hazards 
Fuel gauge 
= Fuil-width track 

To give you an arcade=style game with 
some of the most advanced graphics 
ever seen on a ZX Spectrum | 
£5-95 incre 

BOSS (UK) 
Flockton House 
‘Audby Lane 
Wetherby 
Works LS22 4D Owne~ a\. 
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Six new stars in the Software 
Universe. All of the Softek 
range should be available ii 
most High Street shops such 
‘a8 WH, Smith, Menzies, Boots 
Dixons and through our 
Nationwide Dealer 
Network 
Ordirect from us at. 

29 CROXTED ROAD, LONDON SE24 74.4572 
fengunes contact Tim Langdell 

| Solons of Space Masters of The Game 

snare a unas ats 07 
ache coded SUB STO Sng on any 2X SHETTY 
SO Sroon Gee Deen 

you Saoe game Missle 
cor rast and furious Version Of sour re 


